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Increasinglji frustrated people, mostly young, from the more 
affluent and liberal societies, are escaping the hangups of their 
industrialised homelands by dropping out—either temporarily 
or permanently—and living in those third world countries where 
the people are still mostly "primitive" and human, the living is 
cheap, the laws are few, the cannabis is cheap and legal, 
and alcohol is sin. Searching for everything from revelation 
to kicks, some find what they are looking for, others destroy 
themselves with dysentery, hepatitis, or heroin (perhaps 
self-destruction is what they were looking for), 
and most go back home and start where they left off. 
The big scene now is Asia, particularly Turkey, Afghanistan, 
India, Nepal, and the South-east Asian countries (except 
Vietnam). These countries, however, are rapidly becoming 
overcrowded and "commercialised" by pseudo-hippies; and the 
bad behaviour and abuse of Asia's traditional hospitality by many 
of these people is causing more and more restrictions against 
hitchhikers. Nepal is responding by three-week visa limits and 
currency requirements. And there are rumours that a jealous 
C.I.A. is encouraging this. 
Other countries are emerging. A number of colonies of 
creative dropouts are living in South America; others live in the 
wilds of Canada by trapping stray logs and selling them. North 
Africa, particularly Morocco, is popular with Europeans. 
Iceland is pretty cool—possible to earn good money in the fish 
factories too. The Canary Islands are a good escape from the 
European winter, and cheap. The Seychelle Islands in the Indian 
Ocean are perhaps the most idyllic, and little known at the 
moment. 
However, back to Asia. Coming from Europe, Asia-starts at 
Istanbul. 
Istanbul is different. You begin to suspect it after your driver 
has gone through the third red light with apparent unconcern. 
"Istanbul, most big road smashes in the world" my grinning 
Turkish travelling companion tells me with pride. 
Istanbul—former seat of Roman and Ottoman power, an 
ancient city. Now it is the Western starting point for the "Hippie 
Trail" to Nepal, and holiday city for the three-week European 
dropouts. You stop in Istanbul to have 
a look around 
a fascinating 
if 
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city, and learn the survival techniques for Asian travelling (if 
the Arabs don't get you, the Dysentery will). 
It is a weird and beautiful city, dirty and full of friendly, 
cut-throat people. We went straight to the "Pudding Shop" 
across from the Blue Mosque, a travellers' meeting-place, full of 
delicious Turkish puddings, and helpful advice. You hear the 
latest stories too. Two Italian girls there who had hitched from 
Italy. The first lift in Greece by two truckdrivers led to a double 
raping after five minutes. The girls decided to travel with 
blokes, and the truckles got five years each. In Turkey one of the 
girls and her boy got picked up and raped again—but this 
time it was the bloke first and the girl as an afterthought. You 
never know quite where you stand in Muslim countries. 
And a couple of weeks earlier, a fellow wanted to sell his 
blood, so went looking for the Red Cross. A Turk offered him 
twice the price with a doctor friend ofhis. The boy's 
blood-drained body was found in the Bosphorus a few days 
later. You must learn to be very sparing with your trust in 
Istanbul. 
We go looking for a cheap hotel, through crowds of touts 
furtively hissing "Shhh, shhh," which seems pointless in the 
clamour. Then: "Shh, shh—meester, m'sieur, hey meester, you 
speak English. Hello, ullo, uUo, uUo, shhh, shhh, you want 
hash eesh, ash eesh, very cheap, very fresh and sweet, number one 
quality. You want, meester—shhh, shhh." Little strips of hash 
wrapped in cellophane like strips of brown chewing gum appear 
from coat-sleeves. But hash is illegal in Turkey, though usually 
not enforced. However, some touts can be cops, and it's a five-year 
sentence if you're busted. Seven British citizens are in Turkish 
jails now on drug charges. A fate worse than death. The Pudding 
Shop is a safer supply point. 
Istanbul has an incredible skyline. The domes and minarets, 
of mosque after mosque (500 of them) 
rise from the waterline of the Bosphorus 
and Golden Horn. At dusk the weird 
and beautiful 
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cries of the prayer-callers. The Blue Mosque is ong of Islam's 
largest and most beautiful, and one of the few allowing infidels, 
to enter. The ancient Aya Sofia church, the Topkapi museum with 
the world's richest collection of jewels—former splendour of" the 
Ottoman sultans; the bazaar—a city of labyrinthine arches, 
alleyways, and stalls selling everything the tourist wants, from 
puzzle-rings to sheepskin jackets. 
But Istanbul gets depressing. Too much hassling, and too 
many hung-up kids who get stuck there and forget to move on. 
I was told that thirteen foreigners died there last year from 
self-abuse with hard drugs and lack of nourishment. 
Most move on fairly soon. After five days wc caught the ferry 
to the Asian side of the city, lost $5 with a money-changer/ 
magician, and caught the "Erzerum Ekspress", the train taking 
you across three-quarters of Turkey in forty gruelling hours. 
Two European and ten Turkish peasants in a compartment for 
eight. Plenty of B.O., foot O., and smoke, intensified by a neurotic 
old bloke who insisted on closing the windows at night. But they 
shared their cheese, bread, watermelon, yoghurt, and water with 
us, and wc two managed to stretch out on the luggage racks on our 
sleeping bags. A happy twclvesome. Turkish bath. 
Next day we fought up the corridors over prostrate Turks, 
and in the dining car found some aristocrats and hitchhikers— 
an Englishman called Phil, fleeing the Old Country after a hash 
bust; Mike, an American, just getting away anywhere from the 
States; two Danish blokes and their girls; an Itahan revolutionary 
weighed down with countless beads, rings, much hair, and the 
complete works of Che Guevara; and Roberto, an Argentinian 
descended from Polish aristocracy, with a pathological hatred of 
Turks. Everyone was heading to Kathmandu with pilgrim fervour. 
The upper-class Turks regarded us with curiosity and 
disdain. It was to be the same in most countries. "Just what is the 
aim of all this movement—and all the hair? Why come to 
Turkey?" They obviously have difliculty reconciling our 
behaviour with that of our imperialistic forebears. 
Erzerum 3 p.m. the next day. Onto a minibus at two-thirds 
the original fare after a half-hour's bargaining, and across the 
wild moonscape Turkoman plateau, through silent, depressed 
little villages of mud huts and piles of dung briquettes, and 
cleared circular grain- and sunflower-secd-threshing areas. This. 
plateau reaches 10,000 feet, and is cold in summer, bitterly cold in 
winter. Next day I got a job driving a Mercedes to the Iranian 
border, past the mountain range separating Turkey from Russia. 
There was Armenian balalaika music from Russia on the car 
radio. Past Mt. Ararat, a perfect volcanic cone rising up to 
16,000 feet and snowcapped, the mythical landing spot of 
Noah's Ark. 
At the border we met a group of "refugees" from India. The 
six of them had dysentery. Three had had all their gear stolen 
on Indian trains. They were looking forward to capitalist Europe 
with joy. We looked forward to India with apprehension. 
Iran—land of mud huts and Mercedes'. It is not an 
attractive country for hitch-hikers. It is expensive, dirty travellers. 
are looked on with disfavour, hippies despised, and Western 
amorality and relative female equality disconcerts them. In a 
country where women are veiled, the sight of girls in jeans and 
T-shirts blows their Muslim minds. Regularly the men here, in 
Turkey, and more so in Arabia, will become transfixed, quite 
explicitly, by a crutch or breasts. It is difficult to ignore if you are 
a girl, or travelling with one. To them, Western women are 
whores. 
In Tehran, I met Davoud, an Iranian student, who was upset 
with the regularity with which the hospitality he had ofltered to 
Western travellers had been abused. Eastern hospitality is 
cynically anticipated and abused by a depressingly large number 
of travellers. It is causing a lot of bad will and unpopularity, and 
the pepple are so poor themselves. 
South of Tehran lie Isfahan, the city of mosques and Persian 
handcrafts, and Shiraz, wh(,M-c lie the ruins of Pcrsepolis, seat of 
the first world empire.We wont by bus from Tehran to the holy city 
of Mashad,a religious centre of Persia where yoi.' are stoned if you 
go too near the mosques. And while i was in Mashad, there were 
several tremors, indication of the earthquakes in the district 
which killed over 10,000 Iranian villagers. 
This trip was one of the worst. Jammed into a seat next to 
the windscreen with half the necessary legroom, we drove at great 
speeds round the edge of the Great Salt Desert. Very hot, very 
barren, and very, very dusty. Time after time we would drive into 
the dust cloud of a truck in front, get further and further into it, 
until, at the last minute (at a certain dust density, I guess) the 
bus driver would calmly swerve out to pass, and we'd burst 
through into the open. This was always nerve-racking, especially 
after once staring at the grill of an oncoming truck An involuntary 
"Shit!" escaped my lips before the driver pulled back into 
the dust grinning, mumbling something about Allah. Eastern 
fatalism can be disquieting. Our driver, who was obviously 
something of an aesthete, enjoyed driving at night by 
the light of the moon, without headlights. This was ' 
quite satisfying, if he remembered to put them on when 
another truck approached. He forgot twice, and there was a 
last-minute swerving from the oncoming lorry to avoid the 
blacked-out bus. Dipping lights over there is done by switchinii 
one's lights on and off, taking it in turns to see the road. This 
gets more and more frantic on approach, and often both sets of 
lights go out together. Terrifying from the front seat, but I was 
the only one perturbed. Next afternoon, after a three-hour stop 
to fix a blowout, we arrived ten hours late. Time means little. 
lliere were several friends from Istanbul on the bus from 
Mashad to Herat in Afghanistan. An exceptionally dusty trip 
through particularly diseased and depressed looking villages. 
A two-hour wait for border formalities, then a two-hour wait for 
the bus driver who had gone off for a smoke. Another hour's 
credential-checking at a police post in no-man's land. Then a 
six-hour customs check by Afghani officials. A busload of French 
students was there also. A' few old, turbaned Afghanis squatted 
around, beside their completely-covered wives, grooving on all 
those public female curves all at one time; going off their brains 
as unobtrusively as possible. They are far more reserved and 
peaceful than the preceding peoples, and it's a welcome change 
from the former aggressive curiosity. 
mm:.' 
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Herat is beautiful. Mud-walled mosques, tree-lined dusty 
streets, gaily painted horse-carriage taxis, a bazzar selling jade, 
turquoise, gold, silver, silk, and sheepskin jackets. The bank 
clerks take your travellers cheques to the black market to get a 
better rate of exchange, and the tall, fine looking, turbaned 
Afghanis, leave you alone. You can buy good cheap legal hash 
(a policeman gave us some at the border), and at the Bezhad 
"First Class" Hotel, the food is good. We stayed several days there 
and would have liked to have stayed weeks. 
To get to Kabul, the capital, you have to go down tc 
Kandahar, in South Afghanistan, and back up to Kabul, to avoid 
the mountains. The road is very good. Strategically placed 
Afghanistan benefits, materially at least, from a foreign aid war 
between Russia and America. One half of the highway is Russian 
built, the next American. On the Russian section is a huge modern 
brick hotel, in the middle of the desert, complete with swimming 
pool and uniformed staff. You can stay for 50c a night; and 
sometimes it has customers. There were three there when we 
stopped for dinner. As we ate, we noticed peculiar side glances 
of distaste by our Afghani mates. We'd sometimes noticed this in 
Iran. We learnt later of the Muslim custom of using the left hand 
in preference to toilet paper. Consequently you don't eat with 
your left hand, or do Boy Scout handshakes. It's OK to spit on 
the floor, though. 
At dusk we stopped for prayers in the middle of a broad 
valley, surrounded by stark, high mountains. The sun set on one 
side through a red haze, while the moon came up in the East. 
There was a violet tinge to the landscape. In the distance, a camel 
caravan was setting up camp, and the men were calling their 
prayers. 
Kabul is, relatively, a rat race. Back to pushy bazaars, and 
car-packed streets. We stayed at the Noor Hotel. Here, a colony 
of long-haired, bearded, "white sardhus" smoked quality 
hash, and had an ensemble going which included guitars, sitars, 
jews harps, tablas, flute, mouth organ, and assorted percussion 
instruments. Next day we hitched up to a mountain village called 
Istalif. A carpet salesman picked us up, took us there, helped us 
buy a jacket, unrolled his carpets for us to lunch on, oft'ered us a 
joint, and drove us back to Kabul. There we learned he was 
originally going only another mile past us, but had given us his 
day because he "liked us." From Kabul you descend through wild 
and tortuous passes, from the 7000 ft. plateau, through the 
Khyber Pass, on to the sticky plains of Pakistan. We went through 
on top of a truck "we'd hitched on to. A grandstand view of an 
ancient, rugged, and impressive pass, packed with fortifications, 
still inhabited by wild tribesmen who live in caves, and where 
bandits still operate at night. 
At Peshawar in Pakistan, we joyously absorbed the luxury of 
tropical vegetation, and water pools, after 3,000 miles of desert. 
And EngUsh-style street signs and number plates, and funny old 
English churches. And a sign which said "Any complaints about 
undue delays at the level crossing should be registered in the 
complaint book". For a moment. Colonialism lost its ugliness. 
To Rawalpindi; at a thousand miles an hour along a road 
one-and-a-half bus widths across. Unconcerned ox carts, 
pedestrians, bike riders, oncoming buses, and last minute 
escapes, everywhere. "He who bluffs last is stuffed". 
From Tindi, down the broad Indus to Lahore where we 
were invited to spend the night in the house of the manager of the 
bus company. We accepted and were really looked after, and, after 
a concerted assault, almost converted to Islam. 
To India, land of the lightning finger. Land of Hindu art— 
celebrating the female form; bliss after a month of Islamic abstract 
design. And women's faces again. Beautiful, remote looking 
sari-clad Indian women. 
Here you must learn advanced survival techniques. They can 
flog anything from anywhere. In public places, especially trains, 
you must sleep with one eye open, and on top of your belpngings. 
One fellow put his wallet in his jacket, rolled it up for a pillow, 
and his wallet was gone next morning—they'd cut through with 
a razor. 
In Delhi we stayed at the home of a lawyer, who allowed 
travellers to sleep in her yard for 20c a night. The Banerjee house 
contained a mixed lot: a Japanese boy, who spoke only Japanese, 
and hadn't conversed with anyone for weeks; American George, 
a cheerful bloke who was stuck in Delhi for no particular 
reason; German George—a morose fellow who lay on his 
sleeping bag in jackboots all day, reading; Australian Peter, a 
spidery-looking little bloke with red hair and Van-dyke beard, and 
"just looking for somewhere to paint"; American Jerry, skinny, 
bewhiskered in dirty Indian gear, bare feet, one cracketd eye 
glass in his specs, who continually scratched his "ass", and hung 
round cheerfully disintegrating under the combined guerrilla 
attacks of heroin and dysentery; a circle of hippie French lotus 
eaters, who smoked ganga and played guitars all day; and an 
American and an English girl who were waiting for their 
boyfriends to get out of jail after black marketing arrests; and a 
monkey named Charhe, who had genitals of obscene proportions, 
which he exhibited gleefully at every opportunity. 
Mrs. Bannerjee gave us the address of an old woman 
spiritualist called Raihana. She lived in a house outside the walls 
of Old Delhi, near the Gandhi memorial. She had worked with 
Gandhi and gone to jail with him. She looked very old, almost 
senile, without teeth. But then she began to talk—about religion, 
history, current affairs—everything. She spoke very good 
English, and seemed to understand the dilemma of the west far 
better than us. Her view of the future of Western capitalism was 
quite simple: It is based on self-interested competition, and by 
the natural laws of act and consequence, must destroy itself 
eventually unless it can transform itself. She believes that this is 
the changeover period between two great ages. If the next 
evolves, it will be the "Age of Man", but there will be a great deal 
of destruction before its establishment. After the cataclysm, we 
can only hope that man will be able to live in unity, and in mastery 
of the industrialised world. It will mean a general transcendance 
of the ego; living in a new dimension. The Age of Aquarius, as 
Hair would say. She has met many Western youth travelUng 
through India, and is very sympathic toward them. She 
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disagrees strongly with drug usage. They produce good 
experiences, but the experience is not ours—it is produced for us— 
and we do not grow through it. It may give us an indication of 
new experiences to be had, but can be a distraction from real 
self-integration. However, she realises the difficulty of getting a 
lead onto genuine "Yogic experience" in Western society, and 
believes that for many, hallucinogenic drugs are perhaps better 
than nothing; certainly better than alcohol. 
She believes quite explicitly in reincarnation, and says that 
this theory is believed by all major religions except Christianity, 
although it was a teaching of Christ which the Roman Church 
suppressed. She does not have a kindly view of the established 
Church. She believes, like many educated people I spoke to in 
India and Pakistan, that Christ came to Kashmir and 
studied under a guru, during the "lost" period of his life, and that 
he returned to India after his crucifixion. There are several Indian 
myths supporting this view—that a stranger with a powerful 
personality, speaking Aramaic, visited Kashmir at this time. 
Considering the migrations across Asia at the time, and India's 
reputation as a spiritual land, it is a strong possibility. 
She then read the backs of my hands, to tell me of my past 
life (left hand) and of this life, and my future (right hand). While 
remaining skeptical about reincarnation, I was impressed by her 
analysis of my character and temperament, and tendencies, and I 
would have appreciated further visits, to gather more evidence. 
She certainly was particularly sensitive to ones "vibrations". 
To Agra in an overpacked train. We arrived at Delhi station late, 
and the carriage appeared to be full already, but the conductor 
told us to stand at the door and we'd get pushed in. Sure 
enough, there were soon enough pushing third-class Indians 
behind to get us in by osmosis. People were still jamming in as 
the train started, and desisted only when it was going faster than 
running speed. 
To Agra on one leg and a mangled rucksack. 
p. That night we met an ail-American boy who had flown over 
for a two-week look around India. He detested hippies, and 
Indian beggars—"I mean man—well—well, they're so—so 
un-American". True. 
The Taj Mahal was more than we'd imagined. We sat in the 
grounds watching it until after dark, when the fireflies etched out 
the shapes of the trees they settled in, and in the moonlight the 
Taj separated itself from the blackened surroundings, and 
floated. In the distance there was singing and chanting from a 
religious festival. 
In Benares, or Varanasi as the holy city is now called, we 
stayed at a "dharamsala", or pilgrim's hostel. Very spartan, but 
good value at 3c a night. The owner of the "restaurant" across 
the road, after each meal, would buy us betel-nut, which one 
> * 
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acquires a taste for, and which makes it possible to do the most 
satisfying and horrifying blood red spits. The Benares footpaths 
with littered with the stains—the city of a million internal 
haemorrhages. 
Varanasi is a bewildering profusion of people of all sorts, and 
of streets, and lanes full of sacred Brahman crows—an ever 
present hazard to the greengrocers, and sacred cow's shit—an 
ever present hazard to the tourist. Always walk with eyes 
downcast. "Varanasi is India", I was told many times, and to see 
what Varanasi means, you must go down to the river banks 
before dawn, or at dusk. The crowds gather down there on the 
"ghats", the steps into the river, and as the Eastern sky across the 
river gets lighter there is a growing tension and expectancy. Just 
as the sun appears there is a burst of ecstatic praying and 
worshipping, and meditation, as they bathe in, and drink, the 
sacred purifying Ganges water. As the sun hfted from the 
horizon, a priest carrying a large banana frond with two lemons 
lashed to its base, and flanked by drummers, came down and 
bathed it in the water. The God of fertility is the patron God of 
Varanasi, and the shrines symbolise the coupled "lingam" and 
"Yoni"—the sex organs. 
We hired a row boat to see things along the bank. We took 
many photos, but when we came to the "burning of the bodies 
place" as our guide called it, he warned—"No photo of burning 
of body place!—Hindu religion strictly forbid!" There was a 
silence during which he must have been communing with 
Krishna, ibr he then said: "but for 5 rupees it will be OK". The 
open-air funeral pyres were a fascinating, and for our Western 
eyes, rather gruesome sight. The calico-shrouded bodies are 
cremated and the ashes pushed into the river, without a great 
deal of apparent mourning or ceremony. Above the fires was a 
room containing several old people waiting to die. Perhaps a 
healthier acceptance of death than ours. 
That night we tried our first "bhang lassi"—a mixture of 
milk curd, sugar, water, and powdered ganga (cannabis). It tastes 
beautiful, produces a very pleasant and subtle intoxicating effect, 
and is legal and widely drunk. We had several, then went down 
to sit on the banks among the crowds and quietly hallucinate. 
Bhang lassi is reminiscent of "soma" a sacred drink used in ancient 
Vedic times, producing hallucinatory effects, and drunk at 
religious festivals. Several of the Sardhus I met use cannabis as 
part of their religious experience. I don't know how widespread 
is its use in this context. 
We met a student from the Banaras Hindu University that 
night. We talked about many things. He was doing his M.Sc, and 
hoped to get a scholarship to Australia. We saw him next day, 
and he spoke freely of miraculous experiences—some sounding 
supernatural—^that he, and several of his friends, including 
Europeans, had had. He'd had experiences with a family ghost, 
and knew ascetic holy men with great psychic powers. Many other 
inteUigent, educated Indians I met spoke of similar experiences. 
Some of the "miracles" sounded almost Biblical. True or not, 
explicable or not, the belief in them is very real. 
We took a rickshaw to the nearby deer park of Sarnath, where 
Gotama the Buddha preached his first sermon. After Benares it 
was very rural and peaceful out there among the ruins of an 
old Buddhist moni--:tery. We sat, smoked, and talked a little, in the 
shade of the ancient "stupa" or memorial, which stands on the 
site of that first "Sermon of the Turning of the Wheel of Law". 
There Buddha preached the "Middle Way"— 
"There are two ends not to be served by a wanderer. What 
are those two? 
The pursuit of desires and of the pleasure which springs 
from desires, which is base, common, leading to rebirth, 
ignoble and unprofitable; and the pursuit of pain and 
hardship, which is grievous, ignoble, and unprofitable. 
The Middle Way of the Tathagata avoids these ends; it 
is enUghtened, it brings clear vision, it makes for wisdom, 
and leads to peace, insight, full wisdom, and Nirvana. What 
is this Middle Way? . . . it is the Noble Eightfold P a t h -
Right Views, Right Resolve, Right Speech, Right Conduct, 
Right Livelihood, Right Effort, Right Recollection, and 
Right Meditation. This is the Middle Way.'" 
rt' 
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SORRY, FELLAS, BUT THE SENATE ROOM'S 
ALREADY OCCUPIED. 
Saturday, 28th June, - 7. 30pm "AVALON' 
WHITE NIGHTS - Dostoevsky(colour) 
LADY WITH THE DOG - Chekliov 
An cxceUent 35 mm programme adapted 
from two ol the most cejebratea snort 
stories in Russian Literature, 
$1. 00 / 80c. for members. 
AUSTRALIAN SYNTHETIC RUBBER CO. UMITED 
commenced operating Australia's first synthetic rubber plant 
at Altona, Victoria, in 1951. 
ASR is a fully integrated manufacturing 
and marketing company producing styrene butadiene and 
high CIS polybutadiene synthetic rubber. 
ASR supplies these synthetic rubbers to manufacturing 
industries producing a wide range of rubber products, such 
as car and truck tyres, battery cases, 
automotive components, industrial mouldings and extrusions, 
sealing rings, gaskets, footwear soles and floor coverings. 
TYPE OF GRADUATE REQUIRED 
Chemical, mechanical and electrical engineers, and science 
graduates with chemistry. 
WORK OF THE GRADUATE 
Process investigation and development, 
process control, plant operation, marketing technical service 
and economic research provide attractive career 
opportunities for graduates. 
Make your arrarigements r^ ow for a d i s c u s s i o n 
vjith -
Mr. Tim Baker, Employee R e l a t i o n s 
Manager. 
y.r, Dennis Pa r sons , P r o c e s s Supe rv i so r , 
who are v i s i t i r . : t h i s U n i v e r s i t y on June llr, 
1969. 
UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSIAND NEWS 
In October, 1968, a submission was made 
by the Union to the Sub-Committee of the 
Combined Advisory Committee of the 
Senate, v^ 'hich was set up to investigate the 
need for greater communication witiiin the 
Univeisity. One of the main points made 
in the submission was that "Semper Floreat" 
"Union Spokesman", and a newsletter 
produced by the University Administration, 
be utilised fully to present student, staff 
and administration news and views. 
With the view of improving communication 
within the University, it was decided in 
March, 1969, to replace "Staff News", 
which was circulated to members of the 
academic staff, with a new, but similar, 
publication, "University of Queensland 
News". This is designed to implement 
the request of the Combined Advisoiy 
Committee, and agreed to by the Senate, 
that students be kept informed on Uni-
versity affairs, as well as to serve better 
both academic and non-academic staff. 
"University of Queensland News" is 
intended to be a factual document giv-
ing information about many matters; 
decisions by the various bodies; proced-
ures for the implementation of policies 
and decisions; news about people and 
events; information on awards, gifts and 
benefactions, and on services available 
to staff and students, for instance, couns-
elling and health services, overseas 
scholarships, student loans and financial 
grants available. There will be state-
ments on many other matters deemed of 
interest to campus members. 
News items are obtained from many 
sources: the Vice-Chancellor; President 
of the Professorial Board; Deans; Heads 
of Departments; the Staff Association; 
Library, and many others, all of whom 
are invited to submit items which they 
deem newsworthy for members of the 
Univeisity. 
STAFF: 
EDITOR: Michael Kelly 
ASSOCIATE EDITORS: 
Ron Eedy 
Tony Melius 
BUSINESS MANAGER: 
Bruce Cameron 
(Ph. 713138) 
Michael Bergeanu 
Geoff Strong 
Pauline Kelly 
Chris Berger 
Paul Richards 
Roger Stuart 
Graham Rowlands 
VVayne Fetherstone 
Mai Enright 
Lindy Marsden 
re te r ''orfcon 
Any student called up before a 
disciplinary comrnittee can obtain 
advice from: 
Mr. Peter Wertheim, 
Philosophy Dep t .71 l3 77cxt. 8559 
Mr. J. P. Richardson, 
Government Dept.71137 7ext. 8485 
WOULD YOU UKE TO TUTOR AN 
AlJUiUGINAl. HICH SCHOOrSTTTPENT? 
Students in the following areas require 
assistance: 
Aspley - Science - Grade 9 
Zillmere - Business Principles - Grade 9 
Carina - Maths - Grade 8 
Carina - Maths - Grade 9 
Holland Park - History - Grade 9 
Holland Park - Biology - Grade 11 
Anyone who can help could you please 
contact Christina Maitland (PH. 91 6125) 
or Allan Doobov (Physics Dept). 
UNIVERSITY PUBLIC LECTURES 
June 12; FIRST LECTURE TO SENIOR 
SCHOOL STUDENTS - "ORGANIC 
CHEMISTRY IN OUR MODERN SOCIETY". 
By Dr. N. W. Jacobsen, Lecturer in 
Chemistry, University of Queensland. 
Jtme 17; INAUGURAL LECTURE -
• THf- UW AND COMPUTERS" By 
Professor D.J. Whalan, Professor of 
Law, University of Queensland. 
June 19; SECOND LECTUiS TO 
SENIOR SCHOOL STUDENTS - "THE 
ROLE OF ACCOUNTING IN OUR MODERN 
SOCIETY." By Professor R. S, Gynther. 
Head of Dept. of .Accountancy, 
University of Queensland. 
5Ei'.PER FLCREAT JUi\E 5 th . PAGE 6. 
UEMOISIADE 
BOV 
THUNDERING i Itritm >our friiMlds (o Driili:iiiC'\ ^t1inljiI1BCst jam session. IHLII. 
ilrink iinil be m(;rr.v — every 
Siiliirdiiy (no ailmissioii chariio) 
HOTEL COLMSLIE 
MORiS'hXGS/DE 
LEMONADE Typing & Duplicating Service For theses, essays, and all general woric 
v.] Ulric Sl. . Ph 78 2896 
"'^M^^'^'^ ch a et -^^ It-
••« ;, 
PHOTOGRAPHIC 
COMPETITION 
$20, $10, $5 
closing July 21 
entry SO.c. 
union office 
EDITORIAL 
Three tilings in my last editorial -
I. The recent occupation of tiie Senats 
Room, despite ilie precipitant way in 
which it was done, has coagulated a 
new conscitHisncss amongst the student 
bi)dy (Semper ^n. f/C). The creative 
situation which now exists should not 
be lost - an extended series of meet-
ings, a prolonged period of discussion 
sliDuld foster a thorough attitude towards 
the July 2 Genesis meeting. 
"EvolutioJiary" tactics have not brought 
about this quici<ening of interest amongst 
tile student body, raflier the initiative 
of a motley group of individual students 
which we caiuiot dissociate from our-
selves, not smear as radicals witiiout 
tne fear of l>eing labelled as intolerant 
as those who use these tactics on us now, 
2. This University still lacks any real 
initiative in c.vtra eurrieular activities 
on the part of students generally, and 
has no real sense of eotnmunity, of 
common life led for common ideals. 
I am unsure whcilier. this situation will 
be alleviated eiilicr this year or in the 
future, unless positive action is taken 
by every individual in n position of 
influence involving both students and 
staff in a common identity. 
3. I have immensley enjoyed the time 
put into Semper this year and regret 
that I could not continue the lunacy 
which attempted to combine a fulltime 
University course with a position which 
requires lulltime commitment. Thanks 
to those on Semper staff, the Administ-
ration, those students and staff contrib-
utors, the merciful staff Assoc (especially 
Mr, Green) and the Universily generally 
for this opportunity and the experience, 
("Analysis" - fully appreciated) 
MICHAEL KELLY 
418825/671 
'HAIR.' 
I went in as a skeptic press ballyhoo 
and ail that. But I was knocked into a 
psychedelic loop-the-loop and emerged 
standing on my head. Brechtian. 
The gruesome local hang-ups, epitomised 
by George Blaikie's 'bug eyed bewilder-
ment' review (Sunday Mail) could not 
withstand the dewy-eyed scrutiny of 
•Hair.' 
The banning here was predictable -
J. B. -P. 's clean-living pre-election 
smile soon sprouted sharp teeth. 
Predictable, too lhat the Vagrancy 
Acts - the local, inverted version of 
Magna Carta - guilty by opinion of 
tlie fuzz, no jury - were the only avail-
able means of suppression. Predictable 
that King's Music Store folded up; that 
The Times reported it next door to a 
news item of the abolition of pornography 
control in Denmark. 
BUT do you know: last term's Dram, -
Soc. -Archi review 'Classical Stuff was 
so near to 'Hair! ' in spirit. Anybody who 
can do that only has to carry oa 
You know too, the only effective protest 
against this sort of thing is to give a great 
big swinging eunhoric Union 'Hair', ' 
night. Teach tiie idiots that banning has 
the reverse of the intended effect. A 
polite deputation implies that the geron-
tocrats might be right. 
Tony Lee 
LOOKING 
FOR THE 
RIGHT 
BANK? 
We're here. We have a full branch right inside the University, 
providing every savings and trading bank service. 
Easy to f i n d — 
1st FLOOR 
STUDENT UNION BUILDING 
We also have a sub-branch in the J.D. Story Adtnini str ation 
Building. It's handy and you get all banking services there too. 
Savings accounts, cheque accounts, overseas business, 
travellers' cheques—we provide them all. AND our cheque 
books and passbooks have "University of Queensland (St. 
Lucia)" on them. 
HOURS OF BUSINESS: 
Savings Bank 
Mon.-Thurs. 
Friday 
Trading Bank 
Mon.-Thurs. 
Friday 
Get with the Strength 
BANK eOMMOmiAlTH 
. . , It's the Biggest! 
9.30 a.m.-3 p.m. 
9.30 a.m.-5 p.m. 
10 a.m,-3 p.m. 
10 a.m.-5 p.m. 
niiaiGs 1 
COMMtMCE 
JUUt 71^ 
fMmm 
Thesis Typing a Specialty 
Best Rates in Town 
Ph. 38-2757 
Mrs, 0. Da vies 
14 Noeline St,, 
Dorrington. 4060 
6 2 CWARLCnTE. SI 
PU. fl 2927 
THE CARETAKER 
SUNDAY NITE THEATRE 
at the 
Living Room Theatre Restaurant 
$2. 00 including Buffet Meal 
Doors Open 6. 00 p. m. 
Show Commences 7, 30 p, m. 
TRAVELLING mNTS 
From Australia to Europe for $200-$250 in fares 
(Many girls arc doing this trip also. Girls should travel in pairs, 
or preferably, with a hlokc. There are more coming from Europe 
(after hitching there) than going out, however. And there are more 
comfortable (and more expensive) travelling and accommodation 
alternatives.) 
First. Safeguard your health. Start out in good condition, and 
with the compulsory vaccinations, plus tetanus, and probably, 
bubonic plague. Carry a good supply of pills: Enterovioform for 
mild dysentery, something for severe dysentery (Intestopan is 
good), vitamin pills to supplement the Asian diet, malaria tablets 
(start 2 vyccks before Asia). A First Aid kit with the usual supplies, 
plus penicillin and antibiotic powder, water sterilizer (Iodine 
is good, and used by the Peace Corps). Carry a water canteen of 
sterilized water everywhere. One becomes very thirsty, and, after 
Bangkok, no water is safe. Eat only freshly-prepared food— 
preferably boiled or grilled. Dysentery is very distressing, time 
consuming, dangerous in that it lowers resistance to hepatitis, 
etc., and reasonably easily avoided, or controlled, if you are 
prepared. I wasn't. 
Second. Travel light. A rucksack with a few changes of 
underclothes, a pair or two of jeans and shorts, a pullover if 
you are going to Nepal or Afghanistan in winter, strong boots, 
sleeping bag, maps, toilet gear, and, maybe a few small things to 
give to people who help you a lot. Buy plenty of iiim in 
Singapore. For the rest of Asia, it's expensive. 
Third. Get as many visas as you can in Australia. Embassies 
over there can be irritatingly slow. You need them for Portuguese 
Timor, Indonesia, Thailand, Laos, Cambodia, Nepal, Afghanistan, 
Iran, Iraq, Turkey, and Bulgaria. Also get an International 
Student Card, and a letter of identification on Uni 
letterhead paper. 
Fourth. Take your money in $U.S. and traveller's cheques. 
Easily negotiable, and good black-market rates. If you are going 
to be away from Australia for a considerable time, take as much 
money as possible. There arc very few places where it is as easy (?) 
to save as here, and travelling poor is no fun, and it's unpleasant 
being forced to bum. 
Fifth. Don't travel constantly. That is bloody exhausting, and 
exhaustion is not necessary. Travel in South-east Asia, India and 
Pakistan, in autumn and winter if possible. This cuts down on the 
heat, and the humidity of the rainy season. Nepal is good then, 
too, the clear weather enabling good views of tlic Himalayas. 
The Middle East is good in late winter and spring, and then you 
arrive in Europe in summer. 
From Australia you can hitch to Darwin, fly to Portuguese 
Timor, walk into Indonesian Timor, then fly to Java, or Island hop, 
and take a ship or boat from Jakarta to Singapore. This costs less 
than $100, but I do not recommend it for those who have not 
hitched in Asia before. Better to go direct to Singapore by ship 
("Australasia" or "Malaysia" arc cheapest) (book early), and stay 
there for a while to get body and mind used to the assaults of 
Eastern food, bargaining etc., and pick up hints from hitch hikers 
in Singapore. It is civilised there, they speak considerable 
English, and it's a good place to get acclimatised. Then you 
can return through Indonesia. 
The best way of getring information is from travellers 
coming in the opposite direction, as you go. 
There are certain hotels or areas in each city where you can 
meet them. You need rarely be lonely or ill advised. 
In Singapore, go to Bugis Street, and stay in one of the 
cheap hotels round there. The YMCA is too expensive. In 
Penang, the YMCA is good. In Bangkok, the Thai Son Greet 
Hotel, round the corner from the railway station. Fly 
Burma Airways or Cathay Pacific to Calcutta (both give student 
concessions—to $65). You can't go through Burma. In Calcutta, 
the Red Shield (Salvation Army) Hostel is good and clean. 
In Kathmandu, the Camp Horel gives good food and 
accommodation, though you'll find cheaper places if you're 
staying a while. In Benares, the Tourisr Lodge is cheap. In 
Delhi I stayed at 18 Fire Brigade Lane, just oftConnaught Place, 
for 20c per night—but she may not still be operating. 
Old Delhi Hotels arc cheap also. In India, get student 
concessions (half fare) at the appropriate oflice at the major 
railway stations. You can live comfortably in the stations while 
travelling—good restaurants, shower, and sleep in the First 
Class Waiting Rooms if you tip the attendant a rupee. In 
Delhi, get a road permit to enter Pakistan, or you'll have to 
return for it. In Lahore, the Youth Hostel is good, and the YMCA 
too, though more expensive. The Noor Hotel in Kabul is the 
"in" place. In Herat, the Bezhad Hotel is very good. In Mashad 
there are cheap hotels round the bus station. Tehran is 
expensive, but you can sleep on hotel rooftops in summer quite 
cheaply, From Tehran to Eurojpe is relatively good hitching. 
In Istanbul go to the Student Centre for information, and the 
"Pudding Shop". I stayed at the Cennct Youth Hostel; it's the 
cheapest, and not bad. Good student travel reduction in Turkey. 
After Turkey, to Europe via Bulgaria, or Thesalonika (blood 
$13—1/3 pinr), or the Aegean Turkish coast and then to the 
Greek Islands. Take it easy on Rhodes or Mykynos for awhile. 
Very cheap, and very pleasant, and lots of beaiuiful 
sun-and-fun loving Scandinavian chicks. 
You'll now appreciate Europe no matter how much an 
Asia-head vou are. 
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RULES OF THUMB 
The exploding of great Australian myths has 
been the favoured sport of angry young men 
ever since Henry Lawson created them. (The 
myths, that is.) Even a few angry OLD men 
have tried it (c.g. Home, Percy Ccrutty). And 
now, it's my turn, and I slap my glove across 
the face of the great Australian hospitality (in 
which is incorporated willingness to give a 
stranger a fair go). Not that many believe in it 
anyway, but if YOU still cling to tlie myih, 
you have never tried liitch hiking. 
First, some qualifications. Hitching to and 
from Uni, or even the coast, is in a class by 
itself. I concern myself only with long trips. 
Also to be ignored arc women—they work under 
a different award, though some of my regulations 
do apply. And it must be stated here that the 
author recognises that, in poor light and at a 
distance, he could possibly be mistaken for an 
itinerant axe-murderer or a protcstant. (Better 
he should say it than you.) 
It is very ditticuit to lay down firm rules on 
positions, length of hair, luggage etc. as drivers 
vary so much. They are, after all, people, and 
people do vary.* .Ml I can do is state observa-
tions 1 have made on the behaviour of motorists 
and hitchcrs and hope that some of them will be 
greeted with glad cries of familiarity. It will be 
noted that the following is coloured with nasty 
cynicism, culled from hours of standing by 
roads while capitalist .swine roar pasl in empty 
cars. Forgive tne. 
PLAKKMNG YOUR TRIP 
If, in the last week, the papers have been 
thick with stories of escaped convicts, murders 
by hitchhikers, or motorists having their socks 
sued ott" by hikers injured in a prang, forget the 
whole thing. Take a bus. 
Cast a critical eye at the weather. Few people 
love a hitchhiker, but NOBODY loves a wet 
hitchhiker. However wet, cold, pathetic you 
look, your chances of sharing a car with anyone 
who even empties his ashtrays are negligible. 
Also, try to organise things so that the worst 
stretch is covered in daylight hours. If travelling 
north, at all costs avoid being dropped at 
Marlborough at nigiit. You will be murdered, 
DRESS 
If you insist on going casual, wear light-
coloured gear. This is in case your planning has 
gone awry, and you are stuck on a dark country 
road at niglu. It also assures the approaching 
Samaritan that you are not wearing a leather 
jacket, and it saves you sweating your heart out 
during the day. (Sweaty hikers are a burden.) 
Still 1 maintain that the best manner of dress 
verges on the ibmial. Sports coat, tic and slacks 
can make all the diflercnce as people don't 
believe would be seen dead in such gear. Hair 
should be short. Beards trimmed or removed. 
Shoes should be worn. 
LUGGAGE 
Travel light. If a driver feels that he may 
have to get out and open the boot, he will say 
"to hell with it" and drive on. A fat briefcase is 
a good idea. Long parcels, which could be con-
strued as containing rifles, put the mark of the 
leper upon one. 
POSITION 
Very important this. Avoid any part of a hill; 
bctore, on, or after a corner, any stretch of 
road where shoulders are high or puddly, or 
any good fangway where drivers lijce to floor 
the pedal. (This leaves you about 3 miles to 
work on along National Route One.) The best 
scheme is lo walk, with thumb hanging limply 
beside. This makes the driver, who believes in 
self help, think thai you arc doing something 
to help yourself. It also assures him lhat your 
mates are not hiding in the bushes ready to 
spring out intent on rape and pillage. 'Tis also 
an act of kindness to the shy motorist who has 
no intention of picking you up—he doesn't 
have lo meet your contempiuous glance. It 
saves a lot of heartache to get well away from 
turnoffs. If you position yourself near one you 
soon become convinced thai every car on the 
road is turning off to Mullumbimby, or whcrc-
* 5ee Psychology 1 notes. 
ever. You also get the paranoic certainty that all 
the cars are hiding behind the trees a mile or 
two down the turnoff waiting for you to go 
away. 
UNBIASED OBSERVATIONS 
A fine hatred of humanity can be picked up 
on the road. Look at the mongrels as they pass 
you! Some will stare straight ahead, not 
acknowledging your existence. Others will look 
at you and grin, shrug, or shake their pointy 
heads. Some will point to either side, or flash 
indicators, meaning they are due to turn off 
any minute now. (This is a small consolation 
if you know that there is no turnoff for6() miles.) 
The wives of some of the drivers will point 
urgently to a cow on the other side of the road, 
so that they can pretend that they didn't even 
see you. 
You can't expect a lift from a full car. (Fair 
enough.) Neither if there arc two people in 
front of a two-door sedan. Ladies travelling 
alone or in pairs will not pick you up. Neither 
will a bloke with his girl friend—or old people. 
Few will give you a lift if you would be required 
to sit in the back scat. (Unless husky son just 
back from Vietnam is there too . . . to stave 
off your knife attacks.) 
There arc some funny people about. The 
type who slows down, gives you a searching 
look, then lakes off. He is as nothing to the 
comedian who stops thirty yards down the 
road and wails for you to come running, then 
spins gravel all over you and \'anishcs. This 
type only lives in the nearest town anyway, and 
is usually plastered. No loss. 
Truckles often couldn't be bothered to go 
through al! those gears just to stop and start 
again. They are amiable types, but sometimes 
drop you off at rhe strangest places to avoid 
being topped by company spies, who take a 
dim view of unofficial passengers. .A truck at 
night-time is a good catch. Trucks arc fairiv 
safe, fairiy fast. You are not required to talk 
to the driver (couldn't hear you anj^ vay), and 
there is room to sleep. Iniersiate semis, I mean. 
The local pig truck is different. In fact, your 
best bet is the local small famicr. He is not 
going far or fast, but is usually a nice bloke, 
and restores your faith somewhat. 
SUCCESS 
You have a lift! Don't relax, your job is not 
yet over. If the driver asks some innocent 
questions, answer them politely. Project the 
image of a good type, or good family but of 
reduced circumstances. This is because he is 
testing you. If you pass the test, he wil! say 
something like "I told you I was only going as 
far as . . . . but I'll take you right on to . . ." . 
The cunning little devil wanted to make sure 
you would be reasonable company, and were 
poor but honest. 
This "good company" bit requires analysis. 
Are you expected to indulge in idle chatter? Or 
would your benefactor prefer silence? The 
easiest thing is to let him initiate the conver-
sation (after the first abject thank-you's). If he 
doesn't, throw in some chatty little phrases, and 
if he answers in grunts, go no further. It 
doesn't really matter, but it could make the 
difference between being dropped at . . . or . . . 
Don't admit to being a professumal hitch-
hiker. This is synonymous with "bludger" and 
can Starr heated discussions. Neither should 
you bitch and moan about bastards who don't 
pick up hikers. Your driver may give you a hurt 
look and admit that you are the first he'd picked 
up, and that because you looked like a bloke he 
knew. Thin ice, there. 
This essay has concerned lone-wolf hitching. 
The same rules apply to two of you, but your 
chances are reduced. Three have no chance at 
all. Split up, miles apart. 
If you can con the girl friend into going 
with you, well and good. However, be frank 
and open about it. Don't hide in the scnib 
while the girl does the thumbwork. This is 
awfully bad form and results ehher in the 
motorist taking off wilh a squeal of fear as you 
emerge, or in having him sit in sullen silence 
for a few miles, when he will chuck you both 
out. 
There is one method of getting a lift which is 
most effective, but anathema to the true hitchcr. 
That is, hanging around service stations and 
putting the hard word on the customers. The 
phrase "sitting ducks" springs to mind. Actually 
confronted with a verbal rather than digital 
request, the good family man and churchgoer 
usually surrenders, as it seems so unreasonable 
to refuse. This requires a great deal of brass 
neck, and reduces one to the state ofthc beggar, 
whereas the man on the road has the pride to 
merely indicate that he is in need. There is a 
code, you know. 
Anyway, hitchhiking can be rewarding. You 
meet a lot of nice people and fascinating 
oddballs. These are the only types who wilt 
give you a lift. 
SUPERTHUMB 
The first scries of cliangcs adds ihc I^cal NllAt.'.S Secretary lo the 
I-xccutive, and provides tliai this office bearer IK elected in ihe same way as 
ihc other members of the Kxcculivc. Casual vacancies in membership of 
the Kxeeuiivc arc lo be filled by by-elcclion. 
I,.SC/1 AMlvND S.4(a) ofthc Gonslilution, by adding after the definition 
of "Department": 
"Kxccuiivc" means the Hxecutive Standing Commiltee, consisting 
of ihe President, the General Vicc-I'rcsidcnt, the Area Vice-
I'rcsidcnts, the Honorary Sccrciary, the Honorary Treasurer, 
and the I>ocal Nl'Al'S Secretary. 
I.SC/17 AMl'ND S.I8(1) of the Constitution, by dclciing ihat scciion, 
and replacing it wth the seclion as follows: 
"18(1) Any aciivc member oflhc Union except a pan-lime external 
student may nominate for the position of I'resideni, 
General Vice-I'residcnl, Honorary Sccrciary, Honorary 
'I'rcasurcr or l,ocal Nl'Al.'S Secretary." 
LSC/21 A.MKNI) S.19(l) ofthc Conslilution, by dclciing that section, and 
replacing it wilh ihe scciion as follows: 
"19(1) All members of the L'nion shall be cnlillcd lo vote in 
elections for the positions of I'rcsideni, General Vice-
i'rcsidcnt, Honorarv -Sccrciary, Honorary Treasurer, and 
I,ocal NUAL'S Secretary." 
l.SC/22 Add a new section 19A as follows: 
"19A(1) If from any cause a casual vacancy shall arise in ihc 
membership of ihe Exccuiivc, that vacancy shall be 
filled by an election held as soon as praciicabk after ihe 
vacancy shall have arisen." 
"19A(2) If from any cause a casual vacancyshallariseinanyoiher 
membership of Council Council may appoini a member 
of the L'nion to fil! such vacancy in such manner as the 
Regulations may from time to lime provide." 
Ihc second scries of changes provides for the President's calling an extra-
ordinary meeting of Council upon presentation of a petition to him. 
I^C/27 AMFNI) Scciion 23 of the Constiiution by deleting lhat section 
and replacing it with the following seciion: 
"23(t] The Presidcni ofthc Union may convene an extraordinary 
meeting of Council 10 consider any urgent mailer which 
may arise. 
23(2) The President shall ctmvcnc an extraordinary meeting of 
Council forthwith upon receipt of a pciilion signed by 
nol less than one half of ihc members of Council requesting 
the calling of such a meeting. 
23(3) The President shall convene an extraordinary meeting of 
Council fonhwiih upon receipt o a petition signed by nol 
less than len percent of ihc active members of the L'nion 
requesting the calling of such a meeting." 
The third proposed change would mean ihc holding of the Annual General 
.\leeiing of the Union in October instead of September each year. This is to 
fil in wilh the proposed new "Union Year", from December lo December 
each year, instead of September lo September. 
I.SC/24 A.MKND 21(1) of ihe Conslilulion, lo read as follows: 
"21( 1) The Annual General Meeting of the Union shall be held in 
Oclol)cr each year." 
The next scries of changes involves the strict definition of membership of 
Council, and the restriction of mcml)crship to the I-xcculivc, elected faculty 
representatives, and a few oihcrs, e.g. Siudeni Senator. Other office-bearers 
of the Union and members of committees are lo be referred to as "olficcrs 
ofthc L'nion". 
L.SC/2 AMI; ND S.4(a) ofthc Constitution, by adding after the definition 
of "Facuhy": 
"Member of Councif includes any duly appointed proxy of a 
member of Coundl." 
LSC /3 AMIiND S.4(a) ofthc a)nstilution, by adding after the definition 
of "Mcmtwr of Council": 
"Officer of the Union" means any mem tier of a Commitlee of the 
Union and any other person holding office under the Union." 
L.SC/9 AMIiND S.I3<1) of the Qmstituiion, to read as follows: 
"13(1) The governing body ofthc Union shall be Council, which 
shall amsisi of the following members: 
(a) The fixccutivc, elected in accordance with the provision 
of this Constitution. 
(b) as before 
(c) as before 
(d) (i) as before 
(ii) as before 
(iii) as before 
(c) The Chairman of Council 
(0 The Student Senator 
(jO The immediate Pasl President ofthc Union, 
(h) The Chairman of ihe House of Committee of the L'nion, 
should he not be already a member of Council. 
(i) Two represcnlatives who shall be elected by the 
membcn of the Union who arc members ofthc Colleges 
within the University and who shall be themselves 
members of Colleges wilhin the University, 
10,11,12 JULY UNION COLLEGE 
LSC/12 AMHND s.l3(5) of the Conslilution, by deleting that section, 
and replacing it wilh the scciion as follows: 
"13(51 A memticr of Council who in the opinion of Council has 
been guilty of a serious breach of ihe requirements placed 
upon him by the Constitution or Regulations sh l^l be 
removed from office by the passing of a motion by an 
affirmative vole of not less ihan half of the total number 
of members of Council, excluding proxies, provided thai 
noiice ofthc moving of such a motion has been forwarded 
lo all members of Council at least ten (10) days before the 
meeting of whieh the motion is put." 
LSC/32 AMEND "PART IX" by renaming that pan "OFFICKRS AND 
CO.M<\i!rn-ES". 
L.SC/33 A.VtEND Scciion 28 of the Conslilulion by deleting lhat section 
and replacing ihe seclion as follows: 
"28(1) Council may appoint such officers of the L'nion 
and committees as it may from lime lo time consider 
necessary. 
(2) One member of a committee so appointed shall be 
designated ihc Chairman. 
(3) The terms of reference of such officers of the 
Union or commiiiccs shall be defined by ihc 
Regulations or by Council at the time oi appoint-
ment. 
(4) Officers of the Union and committees shall have 
discretionary power within their terms of 
reference but shall be subject to the Constiiution 
and Regulations and the cirectives of Council." 
LSC/34 Amend Section 29 ofthc Conslilulion by deleting that section 
and replacing it with the seclion as follows: 
"29 OITicers of the Union and committees shall be appointed at 
the first meeting of a new Council unless otherwise provided 
in ils Constiiution or the Regulations. Council may appoini 
persons lo fill any casual vacancies which may occur but such 
appointments shall he made only for the remainder of the 
ordinary term of oflTice." 
LSC/35 Add a new .Section 29A as follows: 
"29A Council may remove from office any officer of the Union 
in such manner as may from time lo lime be provided by 
ihc Regulations." 
Several changes arc proposed lo clear up the anomolies in those provisions 
of the Constitution dealing wilh elections. 
AMEND S.4(a) of the Conslilulion, by adding after ihc definition of 
"Dcpanment" the following definition; 
"Flections" means the Annual General Elections, in which all 
elected positions of Council arc filled, and by-dcciions held lo 
fill a casual vacancy arising in the Executive. 
Delete S.16 of the Constitution. 
RcnumtKr S.17, S.I6. 
I.SC /I8 A.MEND S. 18(4) of the Constiiution, by deleting that section, and 
replacing it wiih the seclion as follows: 
"18(4) No person shall nominate for more than one position at 
any elections lo Council". 
LSC/I9 AMEND S.lg(5Xb) of the Constiiution, by deleting that sub-
section and replacing it with the sub-section as follows: 
"(b) Should a successful candidate not change his faculty status 
or area in accordance wilh the terms of his notice his position 
shall automatically become vacant." 
LSC/20 AMEND S.18(6) of the Constitution, by omiiiing the words 
"The Union Council", and replacing ihcm with ihe word 
"Council". 
Renumbers. 18, S.17. 
Renumber S. 19, S. 18. 
Add a new scciion 19, as follows: 
LSC/22 Add a new scciion 19A as follows: 
"I9A(1) If from any cause a casual vacancy shall arise in the 
membership of ihc Executive, thai vacancy shall be 
filled by an election held as soon as practicable afler the 
vacancy shall have arisen." 
"I9A(2) If from any cause a casual vacancy shall arise in any 
other membership Of Council, Council may appoini 
a member of the Union lo fill such vacancy in such 
manner as the Regulations may from time to time 
provide." 
The remaining amendments consist solely of drafting improvements. 
L.SC/4 A.MIiND S.4(a) ofthc Constiiution, by adding after the definition 
of "Officer of the Union" "Regulations" means regulations made 
puc$uaiii to and under this Constiiution. 
LSC/5 A.MliND S.4(a) of the Constiiution, by deleting the definition of 
"Special Resolution" therein, and replacing it with: 
"Special Resolution" means a resolution of Council passed by 
an affirmative vote of not less than half of the total number of 
members of Council. 
Amend "Part III—Membership" to read 
"Part III—.Membership of the Union". 
LSC/6 AMEND S,7(3) of the Constitution, be deleting the words "the 
Union Council" in the last line thereof, and replacing ihcm with 
the word "Council", 
I.SC/7 A.\1END S,8(2) of the Constitution, by deleting the words "in 
Seclion 4 hereof and replacing them with the words "in Part 
4 hereof,". 
I.SC/8 AMEND S.I 1 of the Constitution, by deleting the words "The 
Union Ccuncil" where twice ihcy appear, and replace them with 
the word "Council" in each case. 
LSC /lO A.MEND S. 13(2) of the Constitution, by deleting that scciion, and 
replacing it with the section as follows: 
"13.(2) Any member of Council may appoini another member 
of the Union as his proxy at any meeting of Council". 
LSC/It AMEND 5.13(3) of the Conslilution, by deleting the word "the" 
appearing before the word "Council". 
LSC/I6 AiMEND S.17 of the Constitution by deleting the word "the" 
appearing before the word "Council". 
I.SC/25 AMEND Section 21(3) of the Conslilulion by deleting that 
section and replacing il with the scciion as follows: 
"21(3) The Executive shall present a report and such other 
material as may be required by the Regulations lo the 
Annual General Meeting. 
I-SC/26 AMEND Section 22oflhc Constitution by deleting the word "the" 
wheresoever ii appears immediately before the word "Council". 
I.SC/28 AMEND Section 24 of ihe constitution by deleting the word "the" 
wheresoever it appears immediately before the word "Council". 
I.SC /29 AMEND Section 25 ofthc Constiiuiion by deleting the word "ihc" 
wheresoever it appears immediately before the word "Council". 
LSC/30 AMEND Section 26 of the Constitution by deleting that scciion 
and replacing it with the Section as follows: 
"26 The Regulations shall govern the mode of admission of an 
association as an Affiliated Body of the Union. 
(1) An Affiliated Body may be disafTdiatcd from the Union 
by a resolution passed by affirmative vote of two-thirds 
of the members present at a mcciing of Council. 
(2) Notice of such a Resolution shall be given in writing to 
the Honorary Secretary of ihc Union al least len (10) 
clear days before the meeting of Coundl at which it is to 
be considered. The Honorary Secretary shall set out 
the text ofthc proposed Resolution in the Notice of the 
Agenda for that meeting. 
(3) Such a resolution shall not be disclisscd by Coundl unless 
the Executive ofthc Body concerned has been requested 
in writing by the Hon. Secretary al least six (6) clear days 
before ihe meeting, to send a delegate lo lhat meeting 
of Coundl." 
LSC/3I AMEND Seclion 27 ofthc Constitution by deleting the words 
"the Union Coundl" wheresoever they appearand replacing those 
words with the word "Coundl". 
I.SC/35 Add a new Section 29A as follows: 
"29A A Coundl may remove from office any ollicer ofthc Union 
in such manner as may from time to time be provided by 
the Regulations." 
LSC /36 AMEND Section 31 ofthc Constitution by ddciing the word "the" 
wheresoever it may appear immediately before the word "Coundl". 
LSC /37 AMEND Seclion 41 ofthc Constitution by deleting the word "the" 
wheresoever it may appear immcdiaicty before ihc word "Council". 
LSC/38 AMEND Section 47 of ihcConstiiuiion by deleting the word "the" 
wheresoever it may appear immediaiely before the word "Council". 
I^C/39 AMEND Section SOofthcConslitulion by deleting the word "the" 
whercsoeverit may appear immediaiely before the word "Council". 
LSC /40 AMEN D Section 51 of the Constitution by dclciin g the word "the" 
whercsoeverit may appear immediately before the word "Council". 
LSC/41 AMEND Section 52 ofihc Conslilulion by dclciingihc word "the" 
wheresoever il may appear immediaiely before I he word "Council". 
l.SC/42 A.MEND Scciion 53 ofthcConstituiion by deleting the words "the 
Union Council" and replacing ihem with the word "Council". 
I,SC/44 AMEND Section 59 ofthc Constitution by deleting that seclion 
and repladng it with the seclion as follows: 
"59(1) The provisions in this Constitution may be amended or 
repealed by a special resolution of Council passed at two 
(2) successive meetings of Council or by referendum." 
"59(2) Each person voting on such a special resolution shall 
subscribe his name and the nature of his vole on a 
document which sets forth the terms of the proposed 
change." 
L5C/45 AMEND Seclion 65 of the Conslilulion by deleting thai seclion 
and replacing il wilh the seclion as follows: 
"65. 'fhe President shall provide for the safe custody of the seal 
which shall be used only by the authority of Coundl or, in 
an appropriate case, by the authority of a majority ofihc 
Exccuiivc, such authority to be subsequently ratified by 
Council, and every instrument lo which the seal is affixed 
shall be signed lo two (2) members of the Executive." 
AMEND Section 13 (i) (d) (ii) ofthc Constitution lo read as follows: 
"For the purpose of this sub-section a self contained department or 
a closely associated group of depariments wilhin a faculty having 
not less ihan one-fortieth of the total Union membership may be 
given the status of a facuhy on presentation lo the Coundl of a 
petition signed by 75 % of the members of the departmeni, or in 
the case of a closely associated group of deparuncnts, by a petition 
signed by 75 % of ihe riicmbers of each department within the 
group, but it shall lose tliis status if al any lime its membership 
drops below the required fraction of the total membership, 
provided lhat the Pharmacy departmeni shall bic given the staius 
of a faculty on the presentation of such a petition notwithstanding 
that that departmeni may not have the membership as required 
by this sub-section". 
Thai Scciion 21(1) of the Conslilution be amended lo read: 
"The Annual General Meeting of the Union shall be held in 
October each year and when at all possible on the first Saturday 
of lhat month". 
Of AMEND Section 13.1 
aidding Part 
(h) one (1) 
be elected 
the Constitution by 
(h) as follows:-
representative who shall 
by the members of the 
Union who are overseas students,anti 
which representative shall be an ove 
seas student. 
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principles of literary criticism 
by Manfred Jurgensen 
(Lecturer, Dept, of German) 
Inevitably, an enquir)' into the principles 
of liiera^ criticism presupposes a basic 
understanding of the nature and function 
of literature. Let us begin by describing 
it as imaginative reaUty. In analyzing 
a work ofliterature our task is to estab-
lish how and why it manages to commun-
icate to the reauei certain ideas which 
he might not otherwise experience. 
Coleridge, of course, "explained" his 
involvement in a work of art as "a 
willing suspension of disbelief". How-
ever, even if his definition could be said 
to give some indication of how we come 
to Be affected by imaginative writing, 
it places far too much emphasis on the 
reader's mind and says little about the 
nature of literature itself. The very 
fact that Coleridge stresses out willing-
ness to suspend disbelief makes one 
wonder what it is that has the power to 
bring about such a receptive state of 
mind. Implicit in Coleridge's state-
ment is the recognition that literary 
art creates its own reality which, in 
turn, demands its own "belief". Faith 
in any form, may result either from 
training or from experience. This is 
true also for literature as a further 
dimension of reality. It is an unmist-
akable mark of great writing that it 
invoke a widespread range of deeply 
involved responses. Imaginative 
literature at its best, will not leave 
the reader's response to chance. The 
greater its art, the more precisely it 
will determine the nature of our 
involvement. 
What, then, is this all-embracing 
power of the poetic imagination to 
unite the countless variations of 
individual sensibilities? It is best 
expressed, I think, in the tetminol-
0 ^ of T. S. Eliot, as the "objective 
correlative" of the artist's state of 
mind. Neither the general reader 
nor the literary critic should really 
be interested in the personal exper-
ience of the writer. If a poet fails 
to objectify imaginatively the nat-
ure of his private feelings, he is 
simply writing bad poetry. This is 
almost invariably the case with 
adolescent "womb and tomb" poetry. 
It may be said, in this sense, that 
the greater a poem is, the more 
"objective" it will be in both thought 
and expression. As a result of such 
objectivity a wealth of intelligent 
interpretations is made possible, all 
of which are of equal validity. The 
view so frequently expressed, that 
poets would be very surprised at some 
of tiiese interpretations of their own 
work, is of course, no argument 
against the validity of the interpret-
ations, for it is precisely the express-
ion of emotion through an "objective 
correlative" which has led to the 
variety of interpretations of the poem. 
And yet, despite these variations it 
cannot be emphasized too strongly 
that in literary criticism there is a 
right and there is a wrong analysis 
ofa given work. This critical 
"Objectivity" expresses itself most 
clearly in its explicit or implicit 
value judgment. Whether we look 
at Wilhelm Meister from a Classical, 
a Komantic or a contemporary point 
of view, should not affect the intrins-
ic value of the work, although it 
certainly would lead us to a different 
interpretation of the novel. Homer, 
Virgil, Dante, Shakespeare and Goethe 
belong to the classics of literature 
because reinterpretaiions in subsequent 
centuries could not in any way call into 
doubt the essential greatness of their 
work. 
If literature is "imaginative reality" it 
is the recreation of life by means of the 
imagination. The historical reality 
presents itself in a sequence of events. 
Dichtung, on the other hand, expresses 
tHe~ever-presence of life itself. This is 
the major difference between a history 
and a story. One moves horizontally, 
the other vertically. The German word 
Dichte implies a reality both compact 
and essential "A man s tlieory of the 
place of poetry, " Eliot writes, "is not 
independent of his view of life in gen-
eral". * It is important, I think, never 
to lose sight of the interrelationship bet-
ween literature and life. Poetry is life in 
a higlily compact form. Any definition 
of literature which does not take into 
consideration its relationship to life is 
merely aestheticism. Consider, for 
ion of the literary critic to interpret such 
correlatives back to the level of historical 
reality. It is no coincidence that a priest, 
too, attempts an interpretation of the Holy 
Scripture for his congregation. Similarly, 
the critic analyses and even moralises from 
the poets' "scripture". It is his duty to 
bring literature back to our historical life, 
to relate it to our specific problems and to 
our particular society. 
It would be arrogant to claim that those 
who "have seen God" need not bother about 
other men's interpretations of his works. 
Of course the highest level of literary apprec-
iation would be that of spiritual communion 
with the work itself. Unfortunately, however, 
very few seem to be able to reach these 
should offer such experience. Truth 
cannot, by its very nature, be lectur-
ed. Literature embraces the histor-
ical as well as the imaginative real-
ity; it can and must therefore lead 
to a fuller and deeper undeistanding 
of life than any other academic 
discipline. The purpose of studying 
literature is in the first and last instance 
to train and develop an intelligent 
sensibility. To feel is not enough; the 
student must come to understantJ why 
he feels the way he does. To the 
Metaphysical Poets of the seventeenth 
century thought'became feeling and 
vice versa. We too, must learn 
again to give unity to our sensibility, 
to bridge the fatal gap of a "dissociated 
heights of total involvement with an "immortal"sensibility". Only in this way will we 
example, the significance of symbols 
in our religious life. To a Catholic, 
Christ is symbolically present in the 
Sacrament. This is significantly ref-
erred to as the "actual presence' during 
the Communion, it is indeed charact-
eristic of the symbol that it conveys 
such an "actual presence", not only in 
the sphere of religioa A symbol never 
"represents" something; while being 
one thing it is at the same time, with-
out changing its shape or nature, some-
iliing else. 
Thus, the priest will present a wafer to 
the faithful, and the communicant will 
say; "The Body of Christ. Amea " The 
wine remains wine while it becomes the 
blood of Christ. A symbol does not 
represent something, it embodies some-
thing, ultimately is something apart 
from its outward appearance. To a 
Protestant, on the other hand, Commun-
ion is a representative act in accordance 
with Christ's order "Do this in rememb-
rance of me". He does not believe in 
the actual presence of Christ in the 
Sacrament; to him it is an act commem-
orating an historic event. His Cbmmunion 
remains merely metaphorical, It is a well 
known fact that both students and scholars 
confuse this fundamental difference between 
these two forms of literary expression. 
Non-literary dictionaries add to this confus-
ion. Yet, as has been shown, we experience Creation: 
this difference in many other spheres outside of Life, 
literature. 
work of art. And not everyone who is fortun-
ate enough to experience it will of necessity 
be a good critic. Tliis leads us to a point 
which is all too often overlooked; the literary 
critic should remain essentially a servant. 
His primary concern should be to assist the 
general reader in his understanding of a work 
of literature. 
He IS thus a mediator between two levels 
of reality. It may be seen, then, that in 
a good critic, sense and sensibility have 
to unite in a disciplined intelligence com-
prising both historical knowledge and aes-
thetic response. It is hardly surprising, 
therefore, that great critics are very rare 
indeed in any literature. 
It is only, I think, when we come to 
realise that the highest form of existence 
must in itself be a criticism of life that 
we will come to value the importance 
of a well-trained critical sensibility. 
For this is, after all, the main purpose 
of the study of literature: to train and 
develop our response to life. At a time 
of immense specialisation in practically 
any academic discipline, the'"humanit-
ies" are perhaps the only field where a 
total view of man may still be achieved 
and analysed. Literary criticism must 
serve such a total response to man's 
position in the world today. Only on 
the level of imaginative reality can we 
hope to grasp the complexities of our 
existence. We know how to what end 
specialisation has led us in the field of 
natural science: its logic brought about 
the splitting of the atom and with it 
must inevitably lead to a critical reapp-
raisal of our own position. This is why 
our interpretation of imaginative reality 
is ultimately of greater consequence than 
our involvement in any isolated issue of 
Tagespolitik. For only the overall grasp 
and understanding should lead to an 
immediaie involvement in any isolated 
issue of the problems of our daily living. 
Man's imagination remains, in this 
sense, his final source of Truth. Goethe 
has made it abundantly clear that even 
the experimental methods of natural 
science implies a certain Weltanschauung: 
all science is ultimately "philosophical. 
Philosophy, however, is systematic 
speculation with one over\vhelming, 
all-embracing motive: to find "that 
all's arranged in one clear view", 
Yeats had nis own way of demonstrating 
tliis, and it is in the end the poet, the 
"maker" - who does not argue the Truth 
but creates it. It could be asked: can 
a truth be created which is in conflict 
mth the very nature of Creation? I 
do not think so. Truth is the spirit of 
natural death is not the end 
The moment we are precise in the express-
ion of our experience and say a symbol 
embodies or enacts a meaning while a 
metaphor remains essentially a represent-
ation of something else, we are using 
these terms in relation to our own responses, 
we relate a supra-historical reality to the 
level of our historical existence. If liter-
ature is imaginative reality, it is the funct-
Ovet the entrance of the University of 
Queensland the words are encraveu: 
"Truth is great and mighty above all 
things". We may well ask ourselves 
what kind of tmth it is that our 
universities are in fact teaching. I 
believe that ultimately there can be, 
in both arts and science, only the one 
truth of experience. It is essential 
therefore, that any academic pursuit 
regain a unified concept of man. The 
natural sciences may take us to the moon, 
only the humanities will bring us back to 
ma a 
Fot this reason literary criticism cannol 
afford to rely on the work alone. It 
must consider the historical background 
and the social situation as well, Because 
they are an essential part of the reality 
of any literary work of art. This approach 
has nothing in common with a relativistic 
evaluation and understanding of literature. 
Truth has its historical manifestation, and 
it is the concrete social situation of a 
period which invokes a particular kind of 
imaginatioa However, as any detailed 
study and knowledge of literature will 
show, it is ultimately the one eternal 
Tmth which reveals itself in the various 
stylistic manifestations. Both Homer 
and Max Frisch are concerned with the 
problem of self-knowledge. 
Two thousand years have not changed 
the eternal Truth of Life; what has 
changed is the social situation and the 
historical development of maa Only 
literature can express this advance as 
well as the unchanging truth of all 
creatioa Goethe speaks of art as man's 
reproduction of nature in which the 
spirit of all being reveals itself to us. 
Unless criticism of literature or any 
analysis of art succeeds in communicat-
ing this spirit, it remains merely academic 
and does not extend ijeyond the limits of 
an arbitrary syllabus. The study of liter-
ature must be inseparable from the study 
of life. 
Rather than "a willing suspension of 
disbelief", 1 believe that writing and 
criticising imaginative literature is 
essentially an act of faith. 
• T. S. Eliot, 
the Use of Criticism, 
pTTm 
The Use of Poetry and 
London 1963, 
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NUAUS 
IS BRINGING 
THE W O R L D ' S 
TOP EOUCATORS 
TOGETHER 
Sir peter Venables, England 
The Hoa Minister for 
Education & Science. 
FOR A SEMINAR "PLANNING FOR TERTIARY EDUCATION" at 
ARMIDALE this AUGUST in conjunction with Uni New England 
Speakers will enclude; 
M. Henri Guillard, France 
professor Richard W. Judy. Canada 
Dr. Clark Kerr, United States 
Professor John E. Vaizcy, 
Several Australian Vice -Chancellors etc. 
Eight students only will be selected by NUAUS to represent 
Australian Students at this seminar. If you are interested in 
tertiary education and feci you could represent Australian 
students, apply now. , , ,, 
Application forms and furtiier information from Jim Marshall 
at Union Office. (Applications close June 15th). 
SCIENCE BALL 
FRIDAY 25th JULY 
Lennons 8^30 pm 
$6 double 
iremendoos!! 
The National Bank 
has something 
you need 
So why not call in at our Univeisity bianch 
dgercy, conducted by our Adelaide Street 
march, in the Mam Building. Room 16. 
West Wing. Hours are: 10 a.m.—12 noon on 
Mondays and Thursdays. 1 p.m.—3 p.m. 
<in Fridays If it is more convenient call 
dl OUI Toowong branch dunng normal 
uanking hours You will find our friendly 
4ta<l a! either establistiment only too 
willing to provide you with the mosl 
convenient and comprehensive 
banking facilities 
We think you'll appreciate the 
service you gel al ifie National 
—call in sometime. 
National Bank 
IT IS YOUR MONEY, 
WHY WASTIE IT? 
lo many sludcnis this may appear lo be a rather dull article lo read, 
but I venture u> suggest that it deals with a subject close to the heart of ali 
students -your cash! 
I refer to ihe unnecessary costs thai occur in the trading areas of the 
i;nion. Specifically, those costs caused by sludcnis. It is your money and 
therefore il is your prerogative to waste il if you so wish. I fee! thai wilh 
a liulc co-operation from sludcnis a considerable contributing factor 
to rising cosis could be partly eliminated. I refer particularly to the costs 
of cleaning and maintenance. 
It may be ihe 'in' thing to have pamphlets, miscellaneous papers, fowl 
scraps and other garbage littered around the complex and to chalk or paint 
signs on walls, windows, doors, tables, etc., but at S 10,000 per annum 
it is a luxury that you cannot afford under your present financial structure. 
The figure of S 10,000 may al first seem high to you but this will only 
cover the cosl of wages ofihc additional cicamn.s; jr.j//nccessary if wc do nni 
gel the ciwiperaiion of sludcnis. Add to this the costs of vandalism such as 
the cutting of chair scats, damage by attempted (but unsuccessful) breaking 
into the premises, theft of crockery, cutler)', glassware and other Union 
equipment, and the practice of those little boys who like lo sit on the 
verandah outside the Sir Albert Axon and Sit James lloll Rooms and iVirow 
crockery lo the ground. There are numerous other pastimes I could mention 
and the figure could easily reach $ 18,000 per annum. 
The trading policy of this Union is lo run the. day to day Refectory 
catering at a small loss. The studcnl function catering Is operated on a 
break-even basis, and public function catering is necessary to gam Ihe 
overall trading surplus which is transferred towards the costs of new building 
projects and equipmenl. 
It will be obvious from the foregoing that public function catering is a 
very necessary aspect of our catering services, and wc have been verj-
successful in gaining a number of public organisations as clients. To keep 
^SOMEONE'S CRYING TO BE HEARU" 
Now and again around the University there appears the.intriguing 
initials "CA.A."—ihis atlicle hopes to provide an equally tnlrigtiinganswer 
lo the abov(>-mentioned intriguing question. CA.A. stands for Community 
Aid Abroad. This organisation was set up in 1952 by a group of people 
concerned al the suffering in India caused by famine. It is an independent, 
non-political, interdcnnminational organisation and it is formed of small 
groups operating in all pans of Ausiralia (about 90 groups all told). 1-or 
instance as well as this particular CA.A. group at Queensland Universily 
there is one at .Milton and one at Dwrparoo. 
Community Aid Abroad concentrates on providing assistance for develop-
ment projects concerned with improving agricultural produciion, establish-
ing village industries and extending heallh and cducaliot) facilities. While it 
is aware of the tragic needs of ihe ptwr and the handicapped, and children 
who cannot be cared for by (heir parents, CA.A. feels that its most valuable 
coniributinn is to concentrate aid on dcvclopmeni. Unless greater support 
is given for development projects, the need in these countries for hospilals, 
orphanages and food relief cenircs will only grow instead of diminishing. 
t;.A.A.'s "SKI,I--HKI.I*" projects arc selected regardless of colour or creed, 
provided that the project will be of benefit to a group or community of 
people. Only under exceptional circumstances such as the current problems 
in India and Takistan has CA.A, made appeals for relief assistance. 
In Ausiralia u«Jay the average annual income for every man, wiman and 
child is S 1,060; in India it is S75. CA.A.'s job, in the end, is to help correct 
the balance. 10'; of the money raised by CA.A. goes towards administration 
costs and towards raising more money, the other 90 'r is spent on ihe type of 
development project mentioned above. In 1965 CA.A. sent 565,000 lo 
projects in India, Pakistan, Indonesia, S^ u^lh Korea, fanzania. Southern 
Rhodesia and Nigeria. CA.A.'s projects in India are rec()mmcnded by its 
field ollicer Shri Roshan UI Aprwal after he is satisfied that leadership 
and plans are sound. All CA.A. funds arc provided for specific items and 
must be used for these items unless, under exceptional circumstances, there 
is a change of plans (which musi be agreed on by C:.A.A,). Shri Agarwal keeps 
in close contact with CA.A. projects to sec how development work is 
progressing. In other countries CA.A. has honorary resprcsentatives who 
assist with the seleciioii of projects. The main emphasis is on India because 
CA.A, was first started lo assist proiects in India and because CA.A, has its 
own represcniaiivc there. However C.A.A. is now extending assistance to 
projects in Pakistan, Indonesia, South Korea, and I-'asi Africa, Ai U.ofQ., 
CA,A, hopes to raise money by putting on discoes (in conjunction with the 
Soul and Blues Club), taking up collections in the Refec, and by organising a 
walkathon in conjunction with the other Brisbane CA.A. groups sometime 
in July. \One CA.A. walkaihot> in Sydney, held in ainiunction wiih other 
famine relief organisations, raised 5 80,000), Anyone interested in CA,A, 
and the work il docs can contact David Luck, President of U. of Q. C.A,A, 
group del, no, 79 6989) or ,\lrs. B. Heiniemi, the Ilnsbane representative of 
CA.A, >iel. no. 87 8184). Remember that your assislance can help to save 
someone from star^ •ing lo dcaih iusi as much as your indifference helps to 
REVIEW 
them is not going to be easy. I often receive adverse comments regarding bring ah^m the deaths of thousands of people in under-developed countries, 
the physical condition of the Union Complex. The printing of thousands 
of newshcets and other pamphlets in quantities farin excess of demand is a 
major contributing factor to the general untidiness. 
Despite the foregoing remarks regarding the o(>-opcration requested 
from students I should point out lhat the L'nion stalTmusi also make every 
effort to keep the building and surrounding areas in a satisfactory condition 
and I am demanding renewed efforts from them in this respect. Additional 
garbage bins will be situated at vantage points and will be cleared rcgulariy 
There are many aspects of our Union services where there is room foi 
improvement and 1, with my staff, am slowly making progress with these, 
but this is one lield in which you can help. I now appeal to you to place all 
disposable garbage in the bins provided, i.e, milk shake containers, paper 
cups, unwanted papers, etc. In the past there has been deliberate attempt! 
by a small gntup of students to obstruct staff whilst dcming. 
The situation is in your hands—do we ask for further fee rises, furthei 
increases in Rcfcctorv prices—nr do we gel your co-operation? 
OVnR TO YOU 
J. P. M. ARMSTRONG, M.C.Fji., Aji.H.C! 
Manager 
University of Queensland Union. 
Penguin Book C 2999, "fiwHitt". By Robert I.. Pike. 
"Friday—9:10 a,m, 
Lieuteiiant Clancy ofthc 52nd Precinct dropped from his taxi. . ." 
And so starts yet another "go<HlK:op" slory. From a very slow start, the 
pace gradually builds up to a very short climax, which still does not answer 
all the quesiions posed in vhis slory of a disillusioned, over-worked, lired, 
J dirty, police Lieutenant from New York's 52nd Precinct, 
It is an excellent novel if you are addicted to that type, and also for a 
rainy afiemoon. It is also good to read during lectures, at work, since you 
can break olTai any point without worrying whether the hero will be knocked 
od' 01^  the next page—iht only ihreat lo his existence is one of dismissal 
by an over-ambitious assistani D.A, who is being hoodwinked by two 
West Coast crime syndicate leaders, the brothers Rossi (why can't someone 
publish a book "One Million Italian Gangster Names For Use By Crime 
Authors"— ihcy seem to be in pretty short supply). And there is of course 
the beauliful half-naked blonde who gels murdered. 
Anyway—for 70 cents it is not a bad buy if you like that sort of thing, 
A,M 
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And that night to the Hindu religious fesrival outside the palace 
of the Maharajah of Ram Nagar. An enactment of a section from 
the epic of Rama. The play mystified us, but watching the holy 
men was educational. They were of all ages from young to very 
old, very happy, and carefree. Their only possessions were their 
loin cloths, brass bowls, iron tridents, and long hair and beards— 
the prototype of the modern hippie. They wandered around 
chanting mantras, smoking or sitting in circles round drummers, 
chanting and swaying at ever increasing speed, until someone 
broke the rhythm. 
We drank tea with a couple of these old guys later, and gave 
them some cigarettes. In return they chanted: "Shiva, Shiva, 
Shiva, Shiva Rama, Rama, Rama, Rama, si Om, 
si Om, si Om, si Om, Krishna, Krishna, Krishna, Krishna, Si 
Om Hare Krishna." It became quite hypnotic. 
From Benares, we travelled all day, and through a night of 
moonlit lakes, and palm trees lit with blinking fireflies like 
tropical Christmas trees, to Raxaul on the Nepalese border. 
We met a couple of Australian girls, and some English blokes, at 
the station there, and the eight of us slept in a protective circle 
round our gear on the platform. There was quite an air of 
expectancy, for next night we would be in the mountains at 
Kathmandu. 
It takes a day's bus journey to drive the 100 miles up through 
the foothills of the Himalayas into the Kathmandu Valley. The 
road (quite good and Chinese built) goes up to 8,000 ft., and 
winding down the mountain; terraced for rice paddies, to the 
4,000 ft. high capital. 
The first thing one notices about Kathmandu, is the cool 
crisp climate after the humid Gangetic plain. Then the beauty 
of the place—an ancient religious centre, full of ornately carved 
Buddhist pagodas, and Hindu shrines; old medieval streets 
(with medieval refuse and stenches) winding down among old 
carved wooden buildings; a town with constant 
religious processions winding through the streets with 
weird Chinese sounding music and singing; a town of 
continual animal sacrifices—HO cattle beheaded with long 
curved Gurkha swords, in one morning, cows' and sheep's throats 
cut in front of a little shrine, and the spurting blood directed on to 
the altar; where the people are beautiful and smile at you, and 
leave you alone, and defecate in the open gutters; a beautiful 
fertile green valley, in the shadow of the main Himalayan range, 
where diseases like dysentery, hepatitis, malaria, diarrhoea, 
typhus, and smallpox are rife. And the food! Beautiful big 
Buffalo steaks, after the vegetarian and curry menus of India. 
And Chinese food. You can smoke cheap legal hash, eat hash 
candies (and cheap supplies of harder stuff for those who want it). 
And cannabis is what most come here for. Others are trekkers. 
Arduous climbs up and down the mountains, called foothills 
here, to the main range. Sixteen days trek to the foot of 
Mt. Everest. 
Down through the poor section of Kathmandu, past ah old 
man circling the body of a child three times before lighting the 
pyre, over the rope bridge, and up the path to the Monkey Temple. 
The Sacred monkeys come hurtling down the railings of the steps 
at incredible speeds. Up there is a hippie community; freaky 
communism overlooking the town and valley, and on to the high 
Himalayas, eighty miles away, the peaks hiding Tibet and China. 
From the edge of the valley you get a view of the range stretching 
across half the horizon. Peaks like Annapurna and Dhaulaghiri, 
rising through the clouds. At sunset, the snow of the range goes 
blood red, and then, suddenly "goes out". Soon it is completely 
dark. 
Kathmandu has the atmosphere of a lost city—a Shangri-la— 
and that is its appeal. It is in what is probably the most beautiful 
country in the world, and a world sufficient unto itself; exotic, 
unhurried, and undemanding. It is only vaguely remembered 
duties and comforts in your far off consumer home country, or 
an expired visa, that make you move on, down out of your 
mountain refuge. 
So Kathmandu is a "hippie" capital—perhaps the hippie 
shrine of the world. There are communities of more or less 
permanent residents, others passing through on their three-week 
visas, and many who are just travellers. In countries like Nepal, 
India, and Afghanistan, there are colonies of these permanent 
refugees (many not "hippie") from the merit marks system of the 
west. They withdraw physically through their journey, and 
mentally via cannabis, and/or meditation. Many are studying in 
Hindu ashrams. Some arc just escaping themselves in day-long 
clouds of cannabis smoke. Quite a few are in the mission hospital 
with hepatitis. One German named Werner died there while I 
was in Katlimandu. 
I travelled straight through from Kathmandu to Calcutta, 
without money, because I couldn't change my traveller's 
cheques. Two days without food, jammed in a third-class 
compartment and with the 20-minute version of dysentery— 
peeping through the toilet door to check my rucksack. The 
second day, a Peace Corps guy got on, and spoke of the 
frustrations of welfare work in India. So much bureaucratic 
corruption and inefficiency, fatalism among the lower castes and 
apathy, even revulsion, among the India doctors towards the 
peasants, that he felt he was only slowing down the downward 
slide, and not solving anything. 
Riifisin 
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Wandering around Calcutta with one eye open for toilets was 
a depressmg busmess, so I decided to miss out on this incrediblv 
interestmg and poverty stricken city, and that afternoon caught a 
jet to Bangkok. The unreality of air-conditioning, hostess service, 
and Western food, after the previous two days was too much for 
my weakened system, and I contracted bronchitis as well. So I 
hobbled mto the Thai Son Great Hotel in Bangkok, and spent the 
next tiiree days m my room, crapping and coughing 
Apart from its beautiful girls, being like Europe after India, and 
the very beautiful temples, floating market, etc., Bangkok has little 
to recommend it. One sometimes gets the impression that it is 
just an American R and R centre. Thousands of hungry G.I.'s 
tresh from the Vietnam paddie fields, with a thousand bucks in 
their wal ets, looking for as much "Yoni" as their leave and 
wallet will allow. Bangkok is very much geared to this market,, 
and the Yanks are bled, and disliked. It is consequently, an 
expensive city. There is, however, a large colony of travellers 
mere, the last stop before India, and the first after it. Hitch hikers 
in anticipation, and in convalescence. Vientiane in nearby Laos, 
IS quite a hippie centre, famous for its cheap Laotian grass No 
hippies in Bangkok though. Thai regulations do not allow long 
hairs into their country. 
From Bangkok I hitched straight through to Singaoore and 
regrettably, saw little of South-east Asia. Hifching in b o T ' 
Malaysia and Thailand is good, and the country beautiful Often 
the buses give you free rides in Thailand. In M'alaysia the 
Chinese drivers are usually the ones to give you lifts. They are 
very generous people, often taking you home, or buying you 
meals. Penang and Kuala Lumpur are worthwhile stop-over 
points. Penang is a particularly attractive island. Singapore is a 
very interesting city—and nation. It is also the place to buy duty 
tree gear. There are many hitch hikers trapped in Singapore 
without the money to get to Australia, or back out to India and 
Europe. There is very little work available in Singapore. Some 
French kids were doing pavement drawings. Others were going 
over to Borneo to be "white doctors" in pill selling teams, 
dealing with ignorant natives. 
Bugis Street is something ofa centre for travellers. Here vou 
can eat cheaply; watch the male prostitutes dressed as very 
beautiful Chinese girls, doing their thing; be supplied with free 
cigarettes by the junior pickpockets who rob from the rich 
tourists and give to the poor; and watch, if not understand, the 
noisy Chinese Street Theatre. From Singapore I was going to 
catch a ship to Jakarta, and island hop to Bali, Lombok, Sumbawa, 
Sunda, to Indonesian Timor. 
Frorn here you must walk into Portuguese Timor, quite a 
rugged hike taking at least a week. Then some bribing of the very 
corrupt border officials, and on to Dili in Portuguese Timor, and 
from there a $40 T.A.A. flight to Darwin. However, there was a 
confrontation issue stopping sea traffic to Indonesia, so I flew 
directly from Singapore to Australia. Over the Indonesian Islands 
—lush, green, mountainous; with several active volcanoes, and 
^"^P ,^V^-"nged dark green crater lakes, over the legendary island 
of Bah, two hours of sea, and then the barren north-west coast 
of Australia. Four hours of red, brown, and white, geographic 
surrealism, an hour's complacent insulated civilisation, and we 
were circling a bush fire ringed Sydney, big Pacific 
ro lers breaking on the beaches, traflSc jams of Holdens and 
Falcons—and~My God! the Harbour Bridge is still there. 
But my mind is still in Asia. 
Then a cheerful quarantine 
officer comes aboard with his spray gun, and in rich pure spell-
breaking Strine, enquires: 
"Well mate, what's it like to be back, eh?" 
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SEMPER FLOREAT 
Modem thouglits of war 
Too bad, but fear of death 
Is ambivalent no more; 
So, general, fight your little u-ar 
With men of yours 
Those you took and changed. 
We soft living people 
Of street and farm 
Who love life now and people note 
Wish no-one harm. 
SONG TO DEATH 
Hose teilil die 
Sarah 
Hou: trill I die 
Willi die in love 
In sadness or in son/; 
Will I die anion/; the Jlotcers 
Or in dung 
I'arJUini; 
In ihc bowels of the earth 
liackyard 
Graveyard 
forlorn and afraid 
In liquid foam 
Par from home 
Will I die old 
A poet in a land 
Where poetry docs not Jlow 
A loliis-eaicr in a land 
Where ihc lotus does nol grOK 
Will I die alone 
Cold sionc 
In the clouds 
Or heavens above 
Below 
Sod. 
I have seen sunshine 
Shocshine 
And snoie 
Heard Ihe death teind blow 
t have killed myself 
Many limes 
Death teill kill mc once 
They sav 
Hey 
Diatribe 
Indian tribes 
Philosophize and moralize 
You cannol kill mc wiih words 
For I am dead 
And you a cadaveric cough 
I kill Hiyslcf 
The one I love 
The light 
Which comes from her lips 
Lovely 
In the beginning u-as God 
The end is only Death 
Hot rod. 
Dead 
In bed 
Sea bed 
Walking 
Waking 
On the sand and beaches 
Of Hell 
Bathing my soul 
In the fiery tcaters 
Of thai place 
Disgrace 
With my lave [ go down 
Burning 
Turning 
But I am not a seashelt 
Towards the blackness 
Black is my soul 
While man 
But black was my moidd 
I consummate myself 
In Hell 
I consummate myself 
Wilh my love I go down 
By the Jeanne Duval bell 
Shipwreck 
Humanwrcck 
To the sea 
Ubiquitous. 
manfred jurgersen 's "salo^e" 
i s pubiishetd for the f i r s t time 
in t h i s issue cf semper, i t 
will be pL'blishetd l a te r in the 
year in a bock cf jurgensen 
poems en t i t l ed "the moving target" , 
salomc 
rhythmic followers translate 
the language of her naked feci 
into a dialect of sight 
dancing on a silver plate 
her muscles draw inio retreat 
all forces of this silken might 
space is time and time is space 
her gown the centre of the globe 
the now and here a global move 
death and life a painted face 
the ruins underneath her robe 
release grown ecstasies of love 
her eyes prophesy a fate 
of unrepentant self-defeat 
and unaccompanied delight 
exiled on a silver plate 
in broken images they meet 
the mirror of each other's sight 
manfred Jiirgensen 
AGE 
Fear as old as earth 
crept into my room last night. 
She smell of dust and sweat, 
her face carvcn by tears, 
her eyes blank 
like mirrors of moons. I looked 
at her, and saw myselfs ghost 
lingering in her shadow, 
living in her eyes. 
Strange, the scent of flowers 
still followed her, and rain 
sang in her sighs, I remembered 
the storms af my youlh, the flowers 
that had fallen and died. 
She touched my hand, slithered 
her wrinkled body on lop of mine, 
then she was gone. 
Coldly then was I left lying, 
with my eyes looking like moons 
into the years of my yoiah. 
Dead Man's Beach 
The scarecrow palmtrecs 
whiplash, 
skinny in the bare moonlight 
at the beach-
Your beach, now, 
dead man. 
Your gunshot gores 
eivry intruder. 
Hideous whispers in the palms, 
in the sea. 
The sand is coral-gritty beneath my feet. 
I shiver, shiver 
in the tropic nighl. 
Take your hand from my shoulder, 
dead man. 
It is cold now. 
Slop, stop 
touching mc. 
I am running and running 
on the grinding sand. 
Why did you turn yourself 
into ihis cold, clinging creature.' 
I could have forgotten you, alive, 
but you've won mc now, 
dead man. 
Jeanneite Grant-Thomson 
PAGE C '^E(a) 
HOW DID THIS HAPPEN? 
PART I 
lops make hits with my arse 
even though grass coming, comes 
spring you now but you won't wait 
match every mountain 
circumlocution, posters, moiher-maicr 
so starlight gladdens curves beautifying my switch 
outside falls lavatory mandarins 
sin legs ausirian happiness 
music, um ooohhhh okay 
noun forever noun 
whoopee high moonlight tumbling rum 
key embryo, galloping clouds 
monolithic navels exclusive lo coles 
yeh cough cough 
design mc pissweak softly always 
Pasadena the bitch she's gawarvas 
matchless heads met, concerned gemtcmcn all 
hanging ch.' 
boinggg in li minor wixs understanding mother 
no! no! no! no! while never! 
brick up outside! 
inside John gunther lives a smile 
warped feet measure digits 
knobs laugh gleeingly laic beyond our lime 
rooting pigs arming themselves upsiariingly and yet 
repulsing flics tcilhin my eyes 
quoth roll and I lo god, sit down you're pithed 
drive mc upstairs carpelingly, floats my my mind 
tt'incAes prempposing ruin, KHI tt? 
rubbish dumps are numeric 
tap our cigarcile-machinc shits me completely 
think I'll go and wash my brute. 
PART II 
ajar stands pitched heat 
incredible, it's itchy, it's broken 
and blisters on bimis of sunshine 
kiss my airport before I wet the bed 
cheaters gltilch desperately within-cach-olher 
reality assaults my mind 
government creeps crap, slowly killing the map down 
my bag's busted but packed 
freely given watermelons, purple glisten 
bayonets orthodox backwards charging 
cordial welcome, blue or green? thank you. 
extra-tcrrcstial violence leads to my mrn 
glue the pieces to the urn, and bum 
cremate ike womb worm, my womb mate 
his cabinets flowelh over slinking of gin 
glass crashed slowly to earth 
incredibly fascinated by tny guts fornicating beneath 
a tree 
your folder folded neatly in a heap 
churning atid learning 
it burns like a tvave in there 
repent the end of ihe world teas licn\ 
dramB' 
ilchar^ 
PANTO COMPETITION 
K,J,Rylands 
YOUNG YETI THEATRE is oncring a prize of S50 for an original 
pantomime or a group of small pantomimes to make a full production. 
Entries should be purely send-up and here arc some suggested lilies:— 
"Hansel and Harold", "Little Red Green Bcrei", "Snow While and Six 
Grown Men", "Jack and ihc Stalk". The prize of $50 will be awarded to 
the panto or group selected by Young Yeti for production at the Avalon 
Theatre, December 7ih to 20th. The prize will only be awarded if there 
is an original work ofa standard sulTiciently high to be produced. 
PREMIERE 
Congratulations to the Arts Theaire for producing locally-written plays 
(even though written by Arts Theatre members) but it's the duty of the 
theatre to ensure acceptable standards, While it is gpod to give an aspiring 
director a break il is also desirable ihai ihe theatre keep a watchful eye 
open to prevent a catastrophe such as "Tomo the Saini Maker". It was 
difficult to assess the merits of the play because all other elements ofthc 
produciion were so undisciplined. Only in rare cases should an author 
appear in his play, Ian Austin's "Duchess on Thursday" is a clever piece 
of theatre-crafi bill would have more impact if its development had been 
directed more towards ideas than effects. "TheMourningSlcin" has exciting 
intensity though there is very little movement. Alan Dcnby and Ron 
Phillips suppori the dramatic intensity of this play. 
CLASSICAL STUFF 
Willie Young appears to have started rehearsing a large inexperienced 
cast and then written the scripts to suit them. Rather than good scripts 
which the cast have come up to, it seemed that in some ways Willie wrote 
down. Ross Gilbert was again the star of the show, supported well by 
technical effects. A lack of coHjrdinalion and too many breaks and anti-
climaxes detracted from the stylish whole with the Revue Band not covering 
the difficulties as well as usual. 
WILLIE'S NEXT. Towards the end of second term Willie will be producing 
a new play of his, as yet untitled, Naturally enough it will be about the 
feelings ofa student on obtaining a degree, and the Revue Band will be used. 
THE INCREDIBLE MACHINE (OF DOKTA ROKA) is a new rcvuc 
to be done by Young Yeti Theatre on dates yet lo be decided. It is being 
written in "Laugh-In" style by writers who arc working as a close-knit 
team. The revue will be directed by Sue Maddock and will be "20 years 
ahead of its time". 
HELLER'S "CATCH 22" adapted by yours truly and "DREAM 
TIGERS" by Brisbane's Paul Hughes will be presented in the Avalon, 
August lOth to 17th, by Young Yeti, 
ERNEST IN LOVE (M & R PRODUCIIONS) despite a highly-rated 
director and capable cast suffered a disastrous opening nighl. It's difficult 
to understand how this happened though it may be attributed to:— 
insufficient rehearsal in the theaire, late rehearsal the night before, tense 
bickering cast, cast could not sing. According to S\ & R Productions ihey 
covered costs but this is doubtful, 
Paul Richards 
PAGE TWO(a) 
FILM RON EEDY. 
AN AUSTRALIAN FILM INDUSTRY? 
During the last iwo or three years there has been somethingof a stir over 
the Australian film industry, or lack of it. Despite this, we are still nowhere 
near having a native film Industry. While overseas companies wiih large 
budgets turn out third-rate movies set in Australia (c,g. "They're a Weird 
Mob", "Age of Consent"), local producers and directors struggle to find 
any sort of finance, yet still manage to turn oui movies (feature or short) 
varying from the atrocious to superb. The Federal Governmeflt igdorcs 
local film-makers, while business firms are interested only in financing 
commercials. 
The surprising fact is, however, ihat an Australian film industry docs 
exist—snd an extremely prDfessional one. But it is almost entirely devoted 
to the making of television commercials. Camera work, editing, decor, 
scripting, etc, of many commercials arc up with the best overseas film work. 
Yet, for fi n anctal reasons, ihe opportunities forthe 'ircciors, writers, camera-
men, editors, etc. of these to branch out inio other areas of film work, 
are almosl nonexiilent 
Film's grettest handicap in Australia, of course, is that the majority of 
Ihc population do not see it as an an form comparable with, say, drama, 
opera, or ballet: it ii inertly a "Saturday night at the movies—popcorn and 
peanuu" lype of thing. UtifortunsKly, the maiorily of movies shown al 
cofflmerdal dneioas jusiify this view. There is a "vicious circle" effect 
operating here. For yean, the commercial cinemas have fostered an 
uncritical attitude to films in order to maintain regular audiences; the public, 
conditioned by this process, have come to demand films whieh are entertain-
ing but intellectually undemanding and artistically ("Sound of Aiusic" 
is a prime eicampte) as a tcsuU, commercial cinemas, even if they want lo, 
find it extremely difficult to put on better-quality films and still make profits 
(example: "Juliet of the Spiriis"), and they have only themselves to blame 
for this. Fortunately there arc signs lhat more people are starting to become 
cinemalicaUy sophislicatcd, while some theatres (e.g. the Ciysla!, Windsor) 
arc becoming showcases for good first-release fihns. However such theatres 
arc slill conlralled by overseas companies, so the chances of seeing 
Ausiralian films there arc very remote. 
And yet, in the face of all ihis, there arc stirrings towards an Australian 
film induslry. Apart from the commercial-makers, there are various other 
groups doing some film work in Australia; 
(1) The Commonwealth Film Unit, operating on a shoestring budget, and 
generaUy resiricitd to pedestrian documcniaries; 
(2) Fihn Societies, whose efforts arc spasmodic, of varying quality, and 
also restricted by lack of finance; 
(3) Ubu Films, an independents' co-operative, which organises screenings 
of members' films from lime lo lime; the quality of conlributions varies 
widely, though many are very good; 
(4) Various other independents. 
In fact, the picture lhat film-making in Australia presents is one of 
extreme disorganisation and lack of finance. What can be done to alleviate 
ihis problem? Money has tocome from somewhere. The Federal Government 
is oite obvious source, but of the pitifully small amount currently allocated 
to *the Arts Council of Australia for distribuiion lo artistic endeavors, 
nol one cent is going to film-makers. This could be counteracted by direct 
Govemmeni grants, with no interference to the director's freedom of 
expression, or cist reconstiiution of the Arts Council to give film-makers 
a "fair go". 
One would hope that business anil industrial concerns would sponsor 
films without requiring them to be thinly-disguised commercials or scattered 
with obvious "plugs", being satisfied with acknowledgment in ihe credits. 
Probably a rather vain hope. 
Even if finance does become available, there is still the problem of 
distribution. Most cinemas in Australian cities arc parts of chains owned by 
overseas film companies, and naturally they give preference to their own 
product; further, encouragement ofa local film industry is noi in their bcsl 
interest, so they would be loath to give locally-produced films commercial 
release. 
Australian films are therefore restricted to film society screenings and 
"underground" film programs such as Ubu's. The main hope here is that 
Ubu's programs become commercially successful enough to allow increase 
in size and frequency, and that film societies screen more Australian films 
(provided they arc of sufficient quality) than they currently do (how about it, 
University Film Group.') 
In summary, then, despite the efforts of many individuals and groups 
to promote film as an art form, and in particular, to promote an Australian 
film induslry, general lack of interest in film except as a Saturday night's 
entenainmeni, and major problems of finance and distribuiion, for the near 
'future ai least, prevent any hopes of csiablishing an Australian film industry, 
high in btuh quantity and quality, fnom even looking like being established. 
WftRftT/5ftrE. 
In the midst ol ihc'generaHyaeprSm^picturc prescntea by mc lineup of 
films at our commercial theatres, one is more and more finding a few sparks 
of cinematic anistry. One point that looks like turning the sparks into fire 
(to continue tbc metaphor) is the Crystal Theatre, Windsor, which has been 
converted into a showcase for fit^i-rclease films from United Artists. 
Current screening is the film version of "The Persecution and 
Assassination of Jean-Paul Marat as Perfoimed by the Inmate* of the 
Asylum of Charcnion Under the Direction of the Marquis de Sade", directed 
by Peter Brooks. 
Future screenings at the Crystal move away from the tricky ground of 
filmed plays, and into the more purely cinematic. The following seem to 
me to tie the pick of the next few month's screenings: 
Ingmar Bergman's "Pereona", rated as one of the bcsl films shown at 
the 1968 Brisbane Film Festival. It is heartening to sec such a film get 
commercial release. 
Bergman's "Hourof the Wolf is another coming to the Crystal. Reg;arded 
as one of his most horrifying and definitely not to be missed. 
"The Bride Wore Black", by leading French direcior Francois ("Jules 
and Jim") Truffaul, feaiuring Jeanne Morcau, A suspense thriller in some-
thing of the Hitchcock tradition. Cineastcs, of course, will flock to this 
one, but even if you've never heard o/Truffaut, this film should be well 
worth seeing. ^ 
k*/ '^ ^?^^%m 
"The Climax", by Pietro Germi, (of "Divorce—Italian Style" fame) is 
one of those biiin^y-satirical comedies that ihe Italians do so well, with 
Ugo Tognazzi attempting to maintain three separate families at once. 
Tony Richardson's "Summer ires", with scenario by Jean Genet, and 
starring Jeanne Moreau, and Louis Mallc's"ThiefQrParis", with Jean-Paul 
Bclnwndo, will also be released at tbc Crystal, _ 
""^unn^aTsuperiorpro^BtnTo any that iheoSercommerdai cinemas 
will offer over the same period (with the possible exception of the Eldorado, 
Indooroopilly, and to a certain extent, the Lido) and Semper strongly 
urges anyone wilh an interest in good cinema to go alon^ to see them. 
GUIDE TO THE MONTH'S FILMS. 
Town; The Longest Day ** 
P a r i s : Bedazzled *** 
De Broca s king of Hearts" concerns a village evacuated in wartime 
which is taken over by the inhabitants of the local asylum. The idea that it 
is such people who are really sane while the resi of us are really insane is not 
a new one, but this film gives it a new and clever twist. 
Regent; The Detect ive ** 
Metro; The Impossible Years * 
George; McKenna's Gold ** 
Fcrum; Funny Gir l * 
Winter Garden;The Assass ina t ion 
Bureau ** 
Odeon; Age of Consent * 
Eldorado; I ' l J Never Forget 
What's'IsName *** 
MARAT/SADE ( C r y s t a l , W i n d s o r ) . **** 
peter Brooks' film cf "."^arat/ 
Sade" both ga ins and l o s e s in be-
ing t r a n s f e r r e d from stage t o 
screen . Ihe camerawork,with i t s use 
of c loseup,quick c u t t i n g , a n d b l u r -
red f o c u s , s e l e c t s and emphasises 
d e t a i l s which heighten the power 
of the drama.David Watk in ' s 
camera- moves round i n c e s s a n t l y , 
showing the scens from both ins ide 
and outs ide the ba th-house(a 
microcosm of the French Bevolution) 
c lose up s of infT.atBLjQf de Sade, s i t -
ing ly broodingly to one s i d e , o f 
the asylum governor watching smug-
l y from the other s i d e . 
The main l o s s i s in the debates 
between Marat(Ian Richardson)and 
de Sade(Patr ick Magee);these are 
good t h e a t r e , b u t do not t r a n s l a t e 
well i n t o c inemat ic terms.Hovjever, 
an attempt i s made to overccme t h i s 
by the use of the c h o r u s . 
The a c t o r s of the Royal Shake-
speare Company a l l give convincing 
per formances ,por t ray ing l u n a t i c s 
po r t r ay ing f i gu re s of the French 
Revolution.They seream,moan,rant , 
wri the and rush around l i k e the mad-
men they are p o r t r a y i n g . 
The debate on the p ros and cons of 
r e v o l u t i o n , i n p a r t i c u l a r the French 
R e v o l u t i o n , r a i s e s many important 
i deas and should provide food for 
thought for some of our campus r e v o l -
'Utionaries{though c o n s e r v a t i v e s wi l l 
n o t by ariy means find t h i s a comfort-
ab le film),The f u t i l i t y of r e v o l u t i o n 
i s a theme of the play within a p lay , 
r e in fo rced by the inmates ' r i o t a t 
t he end,which does some damage,but 
f a i l s t o b r ing about t h e i r freedom. 
The film c l o s e s with them s t i l l r i o t -
o ing ,perhaps i n d i c a t i n g t h a t r e o o l u t -
ion ,a l though f u t i l e , i s n e v e r t h e l e s s 
i n e v i t a b l e in an oppressed s o c i e t y . 
In the end,"Matat /SadB" reffiains; 
b a s i c a l l y a s tage product ion,expanded 
by the techniques of the c inema , I t i s 
s t i l l a very powerful product ion and 
a "must" on,your cinema-going l i s t . 
SEMPER'S RATINGS 
•*'• MASTERPIECU. 
*•• DEFINITELY SEE THIS ONE. 
*» WORTH A LOOK. 
• ONLY IF VOU HAVE TO. 
"«.i((i (.i.ocj« s MOTION PICTURE 
iHiPrntcurmmb .. .^ ,^ 
/ 9fmAsrwiii9Fcmmn ^ .% . / umMiHmniisfC 
^ m^iiHIStf 
COLOHH.OBLUXI! 
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PAGE THREE(a) 
The first scries of changes adds the Ixical NUAUS Secretary to the 
Executive, and provides that this office bearer be elected in the same way as 
the other members of the Executive. Casual vacancies in membership of 
the Executive arc to be filled by by-election, 
I.SC/I AMEND S.4{a) of the Constitution, by addingafter the definition 
of "Department": 
"Exccuiivc" means the Executive Standing Committee, consisting 
of the President, the General Vicc-I'rcsidcni, the Area Vice-
Presidents, the Honorary Secretary, the Honorary Treasurer, 
and the Ixjcal N'UAUS Secretary. 
I.SC/17 AMEND S.18(I) of the Constitution, by deleting that scciion, 
and replacing it wth Ihe seclion as follows: 
" 18( I) Any active member ofthc Union except a part-time external 
sludcnt may nominate for the position of President, 
General Vice-President, Honorao' Secretary, Honorary 
Treasurer or l^cal NUAUS Secretary." 
LSC/21 AMEND S.I9(1) of thcConstitution, by deleting that section, and 
replacing it with the section as follows; 
"19(1) All members of the Union shall be entitled to vote in 
elections for ihc positions of President, General Vice-
President, Honorary Secretary, Honorary Treasurer, and 
Local NUAUS Sccrciary." 
I.SC/22 Add a new section 19A as follows: 
"19A(1) If from any cause a casual vacancy shall arise in the 
membership of the Executive, lhat vacancy shall be 
filled by an election held as soon as practicable after the 
vacancy shall have arisen." 
" 19A(2) If from any cause a casual vacancy shall arise in any other 
membership of Council Council may appoint a member 
of the Union to fill such vacancy in such manner as the 
Regulations may from lime lo lime provide." 
The second scries of changes provides for ihc President's callittg an extra-
ordinary meeting of Council upon presentation of a petition lo him. 
LSC/27 AMEND Scciion 2J of the Constiiution by dclciing thai section 
and replacing it with the following seciion: 
"23(1) The president ofthc Union may convene an extraordinary 
meeting of Council to consider any urgent matter which 
may arise. 
23(2) The President shall convene an extraordinary meeting of 
Council forthwith upon receipt of a petition signed by 
not less than one half of the members of Council requesting 
the calling of such a meeting. 
23(3) The President shall convene an extraordinary meeting of 
Council forthwith upon receipt o a petition signed by not 
less than ten percent of ihe active members of the Union 
requesting the calling of such a nKciing." 
The third proposed change would mean the holding of the Annual General 
Mceiing of the Union in October instead of September each year. This is to 
fit in with the proposed new "Union Year", from December to December 
each year, instead of September lo September. 
LSC/24 AMEND 21(1) of the Constiiution, lo read as follows: 
"21(1) The Annual General Meeting of the Union shall be held in 
October each year." 
Tht next scries of changes involves the strict definition of membership of 
Council, and the restriction of membership to the Executive, elected faculty 
representatives, and a few others, e.g. Siudeni Senator. Other oflice-bcarcrs 
ofthc Union and members of committees are lo be referred to as "officers 
of the Union". 
LSC/2 AMEND S.4(a) of the Constitution, by adding after the definition 
of "Faculty": 
".Member of Council" includes any duly appointed proxy of a 
member of Council." 
LSC/3 A.VIEND S.4(a) ofthc Constitution, by adding after the dehnilion 
of ".Member of Councir: 
"Officer of the Union" means any member ofa Committee ofthc 
Union and any other person holding ofHcc under the Union." 
LSC/9 A.V1END S.13(I) of the Constitution, to read as follows: 
"13(1) The governing body of the Union shall be Council, which 
shall consist of ihc following members: 
(a) The Executive, elected in accordance wiih ihe provision 
of this Constiiution. 
(b) as before 
(c) as before 
(d) 0) as before 
(ii) as before 
(iii) as before 
(e) The Chairman of Council 
(f) The Siudeni Senator 
(g) The immediate Past President ofthc Union. 
(h) The Chairman of the House of Committee of the Union, 
should he not be already a member of Council. 
(i) Two representatives who shall be elected by the 
members of the Union who arc members ofthc Colleges 
wilhin the University and who shall be themselves 
members of Colleges within the University. 
I 
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LSC/12 AMEND s.l3(5) of the Constiiuiion, by deleting thai section, 
and replacing it wiih the section as follows: 
"15(5) A member of Council who in the opinion of Council has 
been guilty of a serious breach of the requirements placed 
upon him by the Conslilution or Regulations shMl be 
removed from office by the passing of a motion by an 
afiirmalivc vote of not less than half of the loial number 
of members of Council, excluding proxies, provided that 
notice of the moving of such a motion has been for\vardcd 
to all members of Council at least ten (10) days before the 
meeting of which the moiion is put." 
LSC/32 AMEND "PART IX" bv renaming that part "Ol'FICl-RS AND 
COM.\\irn-ES". 
LSC/33 A.MEND .Section 28 ofthc Constiiution by deleting that section 
and replacing the section as follows: 
"28(1) Council may appoint such officers of the Union 
and committees as il may frtim time to time consider 
necessary. 
(2) One member of a committee so appointed shall be 
designated the Chairman. 
(3) The terms of reference of such officers of the 
Union or committees shall be defined by the 
Regulations or by Council at the time of appoint-
ment. 
(4) Oflicers of the Union and aimmiiices shall have 
discretionary power wilhin their terms of 
reference but shall be subject lo the Constitution 
and Regulations and the aircctivcs of Council." 
l^C/34 Amend Seclion 29 of the Q>nsiiluiion by deleting that seciion 
and replacing it with the section as follows: 
"29 Officers of the Union and committees shall be appointed at 
the firsi mcciing ofa new Council unless otherwise provided 
in its Conslilution or the Regulations. Council may appoint 
persons to fill any casual vacancies which may occur but such 
appointments shall be made only for the remainder of the 
ordinary term of office." 
LSC/35 Add a new Section 29A as follows: 
"29A Council may remove from oflice any officer ofthc Union 
in such manner as may from time to lime be provided by 
the Regulations." 
Several changes are proposed to clear up ihc anomolies in those provisions 
of the Constitution dealing with elections. 
A.MEND S.4(a) of the Constitution, by adding afler the definition of 
"Department" the following definition; 
"Elections" means the Annual General Elections, in which all 
elected positions of Council arc filled, and by-elections held to 
fill a casual vacancy arising in the Executive. 
Delete S.I6 of the Constitution. 
Renumber S.17, S.16. 
LSC/18 A.MEND S.18(4) ofthc Constitution, by deleting that section, and 
replacing il wilh the section as follows: 
"18(4) No person shall nominate for more than one position at 
any elections to Council". 
LSC/19 AMEND'S,18(5Xb) ofthc Constitution, by deleting that sub-
section and replacing ii wiih the sub-section as follows: 
"(b) Should a .successful candidate not change his faculty status 
or area in accordance with the terms of his notice his position 
shall automatically become vacant." 
LSC/20 AMEND S.18(6) of the Constitution, by omitting the words 
"The Union Council", and replacing them with the word 
"Council". 
Renumber S.I8, S. 17. 
Renumber S.I9,S.I8. 
Add a new scciion 19, as follows: 
LSC/22 Add a new scciion 19A as follows: 
"I9A(I) If from any cause a casual vacancy shall arise in the 
membership of the Executive, lhat vacancy shall be 
filled by an election held as swm as practicable after the 
vacancy shall have arisen." 
"19A(2) If from any cause a casual vacancy shall arise in any 
other membership of Council, Council may appoint 
a member of the Union to fill such vacancy in such 
manner as the Regulations may from time to time 
provide." 
The remaining amendments consist solely of drafting improvements. 
I.SC/4 AMEND S.4(a) of the Constitution, by adding after the definition 
of "Officer of the Union" "Regulations" me.ins regulations made 
pursuant to and under this Constitution. 
LSC/5 AMEND S.4(a) of the Constitution, by deleting the definition of 
"Special Resolution" therein, and replacing it with: 
"Special Resolution" means a resolution of Council passed by 
an affirmative vote of not less than half of the total number of 
members of Council. 
Amend "Part III—.Membership" to read 
"Part IH—Membership of the Union". 
LSC/6 AMEND S.7(3) of the Conslilution, be deleting the words "the 
Union Council" in the last line thereof, and replacing them with 
the word "Council". 
I.SC/7 A.MEND S.g(2) of the Constiiution, by deleting the words "in 
Section 4 hereof and replacing them with the words "in Part 
4 hereof,". 
LSC/8 AMEND S.Il of the Constiiution, by deleting Ihc words "The 
Union Council" where twice Ihey appear, and replace ihcm with 
the word "Council" in each ease. 
LSC/10 AMEND S.13(2) of the Constiiution, by deleting lhat scciion, and 
replacing it with the seciion as follows: 
"13,(2) Any member of Council may appoint another member 
of the Union as his praxy at any meeting of Council", 
LSC/11 A.MEND S.13(3) of the Constitution, by deleting the word "the" 
appearing before the word "Cnimcil". 
LSC/I6 A.MEND S.17 ofthc Constiiuiion by deleting the word "the" 
appearing before the word "Council". 
LSC/25 A . \ U ; N D Scciion 21(3) of the Constitution by deleting that 
section and replacing it with the section as follows: 
"21(3) The Executive shall present a report and such other 
material as may be required by the Regulations to the 
Annual General Meeting. 
LSC/26 AMEND Scciion 22 ofthc Constiiution by deleting the word "the" 
wheresoever it appears immediately before ihc word "Council". 
LSC/28 A.MEND Seciion 24 ofthe constitution by deleting the word "the" 
wheresoever it appears immediately before the word "Council". 
LSC/'29 AMEND Scciion 25 ofthc Constiiution by dclciing the word "the" 
wheresoever it appears immediately before the word "Council". 
LSC/30 A.MEND Seclion 26 ofthc Constitution by deleiinir that seciion 
and replacing it with the Seciion as follows: 
"26 The Regulations shall govern the mode of admission of an 
association as an Affiliated Body of the Union. 
(1) An Affiliated Body may be disaffiliated from the Union 
by a resolution passed by affirmative vote of two-thirds 
of the members present at a meeting of Council. 
(2) Notice of such a Resolution shall be given in writing to 
the Honorary Secretary nf the Union at least ten (10) 
clear days before the meeting of Council at which it is to 
be considered. The Honorar)' Secretary shall set out 
the text of the proposed Resolution in the Notice of the 
Agenda for lhat meeting. 
(3) Such a resolution shall not be discussed by Council unless 
the Executive ofthc Body concerned has been requested 
in writing by Ihe Hon. Secretary at least six (6) clear days 
before the meeting, to send a delegate to that meeting 
of Council." 
LSC /31 A.MEND Section 27 of the Constiiution by deleting the words 
"the Union Oiuncil" wheresoever ihey appear and replacing those 
words with the word "Council", 
LSC/35 Add a new Seciion 29A as follows: 
"29A A Council may remove from office any officer ofthc L'nion 
in such manner as may from lime to time be provided by 
the Regulations." 
LSC /36 A.MEND Section 31 ofthc Constitution by deleting the word "the" 
wheresoever it may appear immediately before the word "Coimcil". 
LSC /37 A.MEND Seciion 41 of the Constitution by deleting the word "the" 
whercsoeverit may appear immediately before the word "Qiuncil". 
LSC/38 A.MENDSection'47oftheConstituiion by delciingihe word "Ihc" 
wheresoever it may appear immediately before the word "Council". 
LSC/39 A.MEND Section 50of the Constitution by delciingihe word "the" 
wheresoever it may appear immediately before the word "Council". 
LSC/40 AMENDSeclion 51 of the Constiiution by delciingihe word "the" 
wheresoever il may appear immediaiely before the word "Council". 
LSC/41 AMEND Section 52 of the Constitution by deleting the word "the" 
wheresoever il may appear immediately before the word "Council". 
LSC/42 A.MENDSeciion S3 ofthcConslitulionbydelciingthe words "the 
Union Council" and replacing them with the word "Council". 
LSC/44 A.MEND Scciion 59 of the Constitution by deleting that section 
and replacing it with the section as follows: 
"59(1) The provisions in this Constitution may be amended or 
repealed by a special resolution of Council past^ ed at two 
(2) successive meetings of Council or by referendum," 
"59(2) Each person voting on such a special resolution shall 
subscribe his name and the nature of his vole on a 
document which sets forth ihe tcnns of the propi>scd 
change." 
LSC/45 A.MEND -Section 65 of the Constitution by deleting that section 
and replacing it with the seclion as follows: 
"65. The Presidcni shall provide for the safe custody of the seal 
which shall be used only by the authority of Council or, in 
an appropriate ease, by the authority of a majoriiy of the 
Executive, such authority lo be subsequcmly ratified by 
Council, and every instrument to which the seal is affixed 
shall be signed to two (2) members of the Executive." 
AMEND Section 13 (i) (d) (ii) of the Constitution to read as follows: 
"For the purpose of this sub-section a self contained department or 
a closely associated group of departments within a faculty having 
not less than one-fortieth ofthc total Union membership may be 
given the staius ofa faculty on presentation to the Council ofa 
petition signed by 75 '^  of the members of the department, or in 
the case ofa closely associated group of departments, by a petition 
signed by 75 7 of the members of each department within the 
group, but it shall lose this status if al any lime its membership 
drops below the required fraction of the total membership, 
provided that the Pharmacy department shall be given the status 
ofa faculty on the presentation of such a petition notwithstanding 
that that department may not have the membership as required 
by this sub-section". 
Thai Section 21(1) ofthc Cotislituliun be amended to read: 
"The Annual General ,Mecting of the Union shall be held in 
October each year and when at all possible on the first Saturday 
of that month". 
Pantlus 
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N O T I C E 
The Senate of the University 
has set up the following 
committee to receive sub-
missions from members of 
Convocation, the academic 
body, staff, students, and 
organisations within the Uni-
versity, wishing to submit 
suggestions for the improve-
ment of the University. 
Deputy Chancellor -
Lt.-Col. A.S. Cehvmann; 
Acting Vice-Chancellor -
Professor L.J.H. Teakle; 
President of the Profess-
o r ia l Board -
Professor B.C. Webb; 
Acting Professor -
J. G. Atherton; 
t'lr. F. R. Gardiner 
t'jT. J. ^>< Geraghty 
Dr. Konrad Hirsohfeld 
President of the Uni-
vers i ty of Queensland 
Union -
I'lr. R.N. We?isley; 
President of the Uni-
vers i ty of Queensland 
Staf f Association -
Acting Professor 
K.y. Knight. 
The Committee is prepared to 
receive submissions on any 
matter relating to the nature 
and functions of the Uni-
versity, such as the nature 
and content of the teaching 
pjrpvided, the administration 
of the University at all 
levels, and communications 
within the University at all 
levels. 
The Committee is desirous 
that submissions should in-
clude a statement of what is 
thought Lo be wrong, the 
reasons why it is thoueht 
to be wrong, and suggested 
Tie'thods for improving the 
situation. 
Statements should be for-
warded to the Registrar as 
soon as possible and, in any 
case, not later than 
30th June, 1969. All state-
ments must be in writing in 
the first instance but the 
Committee may wish, at a 
later stage, to interview 
the person or persons 
making the statement. 
NOHINATIONS are called for the 
following vacancy on the 5Bth 
Council of the University of 
CJueensland Union, 
POSITION- VACANT; 
COMMERCE REP. FULL TIME 
' position 
Nominations close at 5 p.m. 
Monday,16th June,1969 at Union 
Office,St.Lucia, Late nominat-
4.pns will not be accepted. In 
accordance \rlit\^ Part vi,Clause 
16,of the Union Constitution, 
elections for the above vac-
ancy will be held at Union 
Council meeting on 26th June, 
1969,by written secret ballot 
on the simple plurality system. 
Candidates and their nominors 
will be given the opportunity 
to address Council prior to the 
vote being taken. 
All nomination shall be sigi ed 
by 3 members of the Union (one 
of whom shall be designated the 
nominor,and the others of whom 
shall be designated the second-
ers) having the same faculty 
status as the nominee,and shall 
be countersigned by the member 
nominated, 
Nomination forms and further 
details may be obtained from 
Union Office,St.Lucia. 
Douglas Jones, 
Electoral Officer. 
University of Queensland Union. 
2nd June,1969. 
Dear Ccllartniser 
It's about time yuu fealurcd an article on Hangovers 
and cures thereof, so before >i)U start raving on about 
garlic sandwiches and dead rats placed under the pillow, 
allow me to present my very own cure—a tried and 
proven, immensely practical panacea for those aniicicd 
by the Demon Rum, or Demon Wine if you prefer. 
Come to ihink of it, Demon Wine definitely, A wine 
hangover is a dreadful thing indeed. 
iMy method is a slight variation on that used by the 
Ancient Romans. I wouldn't be at all surprised if the 
Ancient Greeks, Egyptians, Ktruscans and Assyrians 
used it too. But I digress. We are more concerned with 
what this modern Australian does to alleviate his pain. 
I tell. 
He chucks. He heaves his guts. He spews his heart out. 
And it works, brothers, it works. Old stulT, you say? 
So il is. Why, the Ancient Byzantinians,., (OK, OK.) 
Enough introduction, I now present for your edification 
A Practical Cure For Those Who Have Imbibed Too 
I'Vecly of the Juice of the Grape (or hop, or barley, or 
apple) And Fear the ,\lorrow Morn. 
1, Vou are stoned, and your stomach is awash. No 
matter how pood you feel now, you know well that 
tomorrow is going to be a wipeoul, and you have to go 
to work, or study, or call on relatives, or anything. 
You arc game to try anything, 
2, Walk slowly to the balhnxim. Bend over the sink. 
Wrap your mouth around the tap (the cold tap). 
Turn it on, l-ecl the good Brisbane water rushing 
into your stomach until il starts rushing out again. 
3, At this point, proceed to the toilet. You should jog, 
preferably, or jump up and down a few limes. 
This dislodges the dregs of the evening meal, and 
also the syrupy deposit left by grog drunk earlier 
in the night. When you arc standing before the 
pedestal, lean over it and open your mouth, (IXm'i 
forget to open the lid,) 
4, The rest should come naturally. But some people 
'are funny that way, and need stimulation. So stick 
yer fingers down yer froat, Vou will be amazed at the 
Niagara of lluid lhat will issue forth. Keep your 
Angers in position until there seems to be nothing 
left down there, 
5, Stagger back to the tap, and repeat step 2, 
6, Crawl back lu the toilet, and repeat step 4, 
7, Keep on doing this until the cfllueni water is as pure 
and clean as that which went in, I'his takes but a 
few minutes, 
8, Go back to the tap and lake a long, long drink of 
water. Also take a Bex. 
9. Repair lo tne Kitcnen. i:ai some suj;ai, or have a 
sivee! cup of lea. 
10. Go to bed. 
Now isn't that easy? Simplicity itself, and fiendishly 
clever. Harnessing a natural urge and using it for your 
betterment. 
What happens next morning? You may well ask. 
I f you weren't really rotten last night, chances arc 
that you will skip out of bed feeling like one of the 
lx)rd's Bastards, with no hangover at all at all. How-
ever, if you were really smashed, I can't guarantee thai 
you will feel all that good. If you smoked too much, your 
lungs will Slill be raw and asthmatic. I f you had been 
drinking fnr a long long time, then alcohol would 
have already done much of ils dirty work on your 
braincclls. All I can promise is that your hangover will 
not last as long as it would have had yuu neglected 
to purge yourself, and that said hangi>ver will not be,as 
bad as it could have been. At least your guts will not be 
in too much of an uproar. 
Anyway, if you do slill feci seedy, drink something 
very sweet, like young, swinging Tea. Vou will probably 
crave something cold, sweet and bubbly, so indulge 
yourself Buy a bottle of lemonade and drink the lot. 
You will then possibly want to start chucking all over 
again. So go ahead. Do you good. Get some food into 
yourself later on in the day, KH). 
The following After-ihe-I"aci methods arc lo be 
avoided:— 
• Work it off, Ukc, sweat il out. This is hopeless. 
Flagellation may be good for the soul, but such self-
torture won't make the old body feel any better. 
• A hair ofthc dog. This is madness, and hopeless too. 
• A mixture of raw egg, pepper, hot sauce and tomato 
juice. This is all very well, but if you want lo hurl, 
why nol slick your digits down your throat? As 
a miracle drug, this mixture is a fake and a fraud. 
So are all the others, like champagne and ginger 
ale, goat's blood, etc, 
• Stay in bed all day. This is by far the best method, 
but the whole premise of ihis arlicle is lhat you need 
to be up and about the next day. So don't confuse 
the issue. 
And there wc have it. Try it and sec. Don't come the 
old argument about it being a waste of good grog. Grog 
is wasted once it has given you the required glow. 
There's no sense in letting it fcsier and rot in your 
stomach, is there? 
Of course not. 
Humble servant. 
The Supreme Stomach 
Progressive young men and women have an eye to 
the future. Those with a University background 
have qualifications which open the way to 
high positions in industry and commerce. 
ICIANZ, Australia's leading manufac-
turer of chemicals, has openings for 
graduates of all faculties. 
Company representatives will visit the 
University and will be glad to discuss 
career opportunities with final year students 
eyeto 
the future 
To arrange an appointment please contact: 
Mrs. G. V. U. Hughes, Careers and Appointments Counsellor. 
Date of visit: 1st and 2nd July, 1969. 
IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES 
OF AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND LTD 
New humanely 
flexible 
Uni Career 
Credit Plan 
Interested in a plan that doesn't bug 
you with fixed times lo pay . . . or 
ELSE? Then Rothweil's Career Credit 
Plan is just right for you. No payments 
at all in the first couple of months if 
expenses have you in a straight-jacket. 
After that you get together with our 
Credit Consultant and work out a plan 
that fits in with your committments. 
A real life example: 
A while ago a young doctor called on 
Rothweil's Managing Director. Said 
he: "I've just received my medical 
degree and want to thank Rothweil's 
for the consideration they have given 
me with their Career Credit Plan. Even 
when my account was overdue, they 
never pressed me for money. It's a 
great service indeed for Uni. Students. 
This could be YOU. 'Phone our 
friendly Credit Manager or drop in 
and introduce yourself. Accent is or 
ICI.04I 
The Humanities" at 
ammis 
BRISBANE. COOLANGATTA. TOOWOOMBA, 
